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ABSTRACT

This final report contains the results of a study to develop a
time-dcmain analysi s for iupulse-excited aperture antennas such as the
paraboloid/TEM born system. The principal approach used is the Chernousov
aperture-fields formulation, based upon the Huygens-Kirchoff principle,
to obtain time dcmain equations for antenna radiation.

The aperture fields over the front and two side apertures of a
constant-impedance TLE horn are obtained by modeling it as a transission-
line, T-M-node, traveling-wave system with TDR-neasured reflection coeffi-
cients. The equations derived from this approach were programmed for
digital-ccmputer numerical calculation. A second approach developed for
the horn is the vector potential formulation using a current distribution
on the conductors consistent with the fields in the TEM traveling-wave
model. A third approach used for small-aperture horns is to model them
as V-dipoles. Equations are given for calculating transient radiation from
linear dipoles in any direction, including near endfire, from the curnts
on the dipole. Aiproximate closed-forn expressions are derived for small-
aperture horns for the radiation waveform in the boresight or backfire
airections, using all three above approaches, which agree with each other.

imnparison on a relative basis between computed and available experimental
radiation vs. tire curves for four TEM horns in various directions shows
reasonably good agreement.

The paraboloid aperture fields are obtained by a point-to-point
transformation from the fields at the paraboloid surface. The latter
fields are calculated from a non-isotropic point source with arbitray
time excitation at the focus. Any given horn is replaced by an equivalent
point source through an approximate closed-form equation characterizing
the horn's fields ;n its principal planes. For gaussian pulse excitation,
coMputed radiation vs. time curves are presented for an isotropic feed and
for a particular 8" TFM horn both feeding a 48" paraboloid, in the bore-
sight direction and other directions to display the sidelobe stmrcture.
CcMparison, on a relative basis, with exprimental curws for the boresight
direction, shwm reasonably good agreement.

The report consists of two voluues, each of which are self-
contained. In addition, Vol. 1 meferenoes, discmsses, and incorporates the
results of Vol. 2 ,n such a manner that the reader, if desired, can 3btain
an overview of the entirv project from Vol. 1.
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EVALUAT ION

Over the past decade, the RADC Antenna Communlty has continued Its interest
and envolvement In the behavior of antennas when excited by short time duration
impulsive like signals and fields. While substantial advancements have been
made for simple antenna structures (monopole, dipole and TEM horns) the more
complx antenna systems have not been sufficiently considered. Although
considerable experimentation usingo tiwm domain techniques has been performed
on re)'lector/feed systems, a concerted engineering approach for time domain
analysis and synthesis -is lacklnq. The purpose of the work reported on herein
was to develope direct time domain models suitable for analyzing and oredicting
the time domain behavior of reflector/TEM horn antenna systems.

These reports contain the results of an 18 month study nerformed by the
Electrical Enqineering Department, University of Vermont. Three approaches
were developed directly in the time domain suitable for predictinq the impulsive
radiation for reflector/feed antenna systems. Complete and detai led expressions
and formulations are provided and all assumptions and approximations are
completely described. Comparisons of the utility of the anAlyticAl solutions
are provided by comparison with available experimental data for a number of
TEM horns and reflector/horn confiourations.

The results of this research provide a unified and concerted anproach for
analyzing the radiation v.s. time behavior of anerture type antennas. It
has been shown that the anproaches developed are theoretically sound and self-
consistent within the.setves as well as with C.W. antenna theory. A number
o•f ',robi6m areas are lden-lfied and recommendations for further study made.

This -iffort supoorts TPO-5 "Electromaqnetic roaneration and Control"
roferenced under par~iraph 3.5.7.2 in RA()C Technolooy Plan Part III dated
Sent. 73. Specifically these results are applicable to wide bandwidth antenna
systems, E01,I EC,4 ano SEW efforts.

John PotenzA
ProjOct Enciineer
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CHAiTER 1

INTRODUCEION

1. 1 INTRODUCrION

This final report, consisting of two vrolun-es, reports on work

performed from 21 De!c. 1972 to June 30, 1974, under RADC Contract No. F30602-

73-C-0104, entitled Time Domain Aperture Antenna Study, for the Air Force

Systems Camnand, Rcrae Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, N. Y.

Volume 1 is written by Prof. 1. Handelsman, Electrical Engineering Depart nent,

University of Vemont, Project Director. Volume 2 is identical to a Ph.D.

thesis, with the title The Transient Electromagnetic Far Fields of a

Paraboloid Reflectc */TEM Horn Antenna Us.ing Time Domain Techniques, submitted

to the De1"partw*) "'lzctrical Engineering, University of Vermont, by

Mr. Hugh C. Maddocks, referred to as Maddocks (1974) in Vol. 1.

1.2 RURPOSE OF PROGRAM

The purpose of this program is to develop a time-domain approach

to the analysis and synthesis of impulse-excited high gain aperture antennas

such as the paraboloid/TEM horn feed type. The principal approach is to be

CherrDousov's formfLation ((hernousov 1965) based an the Nuygens-Kirchoff

principle to obtain time dokrain expressions for antenna radiation. The

existing foailation as presented by Chernousov is to be extended in detail

and scope, and systematically applied to obtain solutions to time domain

radiaion exrformmwe, using the analysis technique. The utility and

validity of this approach is to be tested by coparison with published

results and available experimental data.
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1.3 CONTENTS OF TElS REPORT

1.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Voluiras 1 and 2 of this report are each self-contained volumes.

In addition, Vol. 1 references, discusses, and inccxpczstes tie results of

Vol. 2 in such a mannnn• that the reader, if desired, can obtain an overview

of the entire project from Vol. 1.

1. 3.2 VOLUME 1

Chapter 2 in Vo2.. I discusses the calculation and characteristics

of transient radiation frcm Tfl horns, use of the field equivalence theorem,

assumptions undar..ying the TEM-mode model of the horn, derivation of a

closed-form expression for the boresight radiatimn ilt the time dcmnain using

three different approaches (Chexrmvusov aperu forrulation, current-shaet

plus vector potential approach, and a V-dipole approach), and comparison of

theory with expertiient. Chapter 3 discusses t:ansient radiatior from a

paraboloid, the characteristics of radiation from planar apertures with TDi-

wave excitation, paraboloid aperture excitation produced by an isotropic

primary feed and by an 8" TEM horn feed, and oamparison of theory with

experiment. Chapter 4 contains conclusions and reoommuindations. References

are listed after Chap. 4. Appendix A discusses radiation from transients on

linear dipole antennas, clears up a problem concerning r.diation in the end-

fire directions repoxted previously (Har.elsman 1972), and examines the

radiation for various ;pecial cases. Appendix B ouitaoins a discussion on

teminal reflection coefficients, and the state of the art on time domain,

transmissian-line models for dipole anterz-as.

-2-



3.32 VOLUME 2

Chapter 1 in Vol. 2 contains a statennt and background of the

problem, which is the study of the transient far fields of a paraboloid/TEM

herr. antenna system in the tine donain. Chapter 2 contains an analysis of

th- transient far fields of TEM horn antennas using the Chernousov aperture-

field method. This includes analysis of the three radiating apertures,

approximate closed-form expressions for the radiation in the boresight and

ba.dkf-re airections and also for azimuth-plane directions well removed from

boresight and backfire, and comparisons between theory and experimental

results for three Sperr, Rand horns, and the 8" FDM horn. Chapter 3 contains

an analysis ,. the radiation from an approximation to a TIM horn with small

E-plane flare consistir4 of a sectioned biconical antenna. The radiation is

calau.lateu from the vector ]p tential resulting from the assumed current-

sheet flow -n the conducting surfaces. Approximate closed-form equations for

the radiation in the boresignt ýnd backfire directions are derived which

agree with those derived in Chapter 2 using the aperture fields. Chapter 4

analyzes the transitrt far fields of paacllAoid excited by a point source

feed, with a nmn-isotropic kin angle) primazy pattern, develops various

reruired coo-.-chYte transforr ations from the horn to +he paraboloid exit

apez.-ute to the far field points, and 6velops an equation for the paraboloid

boresight fieldi with an ivteopic feed. rhapter 5 analyzes the fields w en

the paraboloid is excite& by a TE hrn feed, and ompares theoretical tu

available experimr.tal results for the BDM 48" r-'a5,oloid/C" TE24 horn forý

the boresight direction. Chapter 6 cmzains conclusions and smwaxy. A

list of references starts on p. 106. There are 5 tpendixes xantaining thre

-3-
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details of various mathematical derivations and the listing of 2 Fortran

programs. Appendixes A, B, and C, respectively, catain derivations of the

Chernousov equations. the paraboloid/isotropic point source feed radiation

fields, and the paraboloid/TEM homn feed radiation fields. Appendixes

D and E, respectively, describe and list Fortran programs to compute the

radiation fieldci of a paraboloid excited by an isotropic point source feed

and by a TEM horn feed which produces a tapered illumination over the pama-

boloid exit aperture computed from an approximate closed-formn expression

matched to the radiation charcteristics of the horn.

1.4 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The persons who perforned this work are Dr. tbrris Handelsman,

project director and author of Vol. 1, and Mr. Hugh C. Maddocks, Graduate

Assistant, author of Vol. 2, both of the Electrical Engineering Departmnt,

College of Engineering, Mathematics and Business Administraticn, University

of Venmont.

-4-



CHAPTER 2

TRANSIENT RADIATION FROM TEM HORNS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of radiation from TEM horns

excited at the input (apex) by arbitrary time waveforms are

discussed in this chapter. There are two principal approaches

to radiation models of the TEM horn discussed (i.e., the use of

the aperture fields, and the use of the vector potential based

upon the current distribution on the wedge conductors), both in

the time domain. A complete and detailed time-domain analysis

of the TEM horn radiation at all angles, using the above two

approaches, is given by Maddocks (1974). Haddocks (1974) also

presents digital computer calculations and graphs for a number

of special cases for which experimental data is available for

comparison of theory with experiment. Maddocks (1974) also

develops approximate closed-form expressions for the radiation

from small horns in the azimuth plane, by suitable reduction of

his complete equations. These will be discuss-ed further in

this chapter.

It is also shown that the small TEM horn may be

* modeled as a V-dipole. Using the results of Appendix A, it is

shown that to witnin the accuracy of the small-horn approximation

described herein, this third model produces identical results

with those obtained by Haddocks (1974) using the two models

4,m~



described in the preceding paragraph.

In summary, the purpose of this chapter is first to

discuss, from an engineering viewpoint, some of the more import-

and results obtained by Maddocks (1974). Second, additional

discussion is given concerning the basic assumptions and neces-

sary simplifications underlying the radiation models employed in

the analysis. Third, comparison is made with a TEM horn analysis

published by Martins (1973).

2.2 RADIATION FROM A TEM HORN; ASSUMPTIONS

2.2.1 TEM MODE

The first and perhaps most important assumption made

in calculating the radiation from a "TEM" horn is that the horn

propagates only one mode, the TEM mode. It is true that practi-

cal closed waveguides usually allo4 propagation of only one mode,

the dominant mode, although higher-order modes may be excited by

discontinuities.

The TEM horns built to date may allow propagation of

various TE and TM modes (i.e., non-TEM fields) assuming there are

sufficiently high frequency components in the excitation which

exceed the cut-off frequencies of these modes, and conditions

exist to excite such modes. It is pointed out that while the

general problem area of transmission-line or guide discontinuities

from the multi-mode viewpoint has received qast attention for

steady-state e)wt excitation, there is practically nothing pub-

lished concerning discontinuities from the time-domain viewpoint,

-- 6--



as far as this writer knows.

The exact structure of the fields, especially at the

TEM horn apertures, is a separate and difficult boundary value

problem which is beyond the intent of this investigation. From

a practical and engineering viewpoint, it is therefore necessary

to content oneself with assuming propagation of only the TEN

mode, the usefulness of this simplifying assumption being verified

by comparison of the resulting theoretical predictions with ex-

periment. This then assumes that while non-TEM modes may be ex-

cited, they do not propagate within the TEM horn.

There is a discussion on waveguide and horn feeds in

Silver (1949:chap. 10) which makes a number of points pertinent

to this discussion, if it is assumed as above that only the TEM

mode propagates-in the TEN horn, which completes the analogy to

a waveguide with its single dominant mode. Then over a cross-

section inside the horn sufficiently far from the front aperture,

the field is the sum of the incident and reflected waves of the

TEN mode only, the higher-order modes generated by this aperture

being assumed to decay in distance with sufficient rapidity. Th~s

assumes that the open sides of the TEN horn present a relatively

small and negligible continuous discontinuity to the TEN mode, as

compared to the abrupt discontinuity presented by the front

aperture, an assumption which seems to be borne out by reflecto-

raetry measurements (Martins, 1973:147). However, in the front

aperture, non-TEM higher-order modes can be generated and exist

-7-



locally, excited by the sudden discontinuity in the TEN guiding

structure. Unless the detailed distribution of these higher moces

is known, their contribution to the radiation must be neglected.

This is one source of inaccuracy in calculating the radiation

from the aperture fields (Silver 1949:334).

However, as pointed out in Silver (1949:334) the

effects of the aperture-reflected dominant mode (TEM in this

case) can be taken into account in terms of a reflection coeffi-

cient R which is the ratio of the reflected and incident electric

fields. In the waveguide ejwt case R is determined experimentally

by standing-wave measurements in the guide (which involves only

the dominant mode). In the corresponding TEM horn time-domain

case, R is determined experimentally by time-domain reflectometry

(TDR) measurements, involving the TEN mode in the transmission

line input to thE horn (Martins 1973:122,143). Assuming that the

reflection coefficient R of the front aperture is determined by

measurements, then the total TEN E field in the aperture is given

by (Silver 1949:335 Eq. (2))

Ea = (I+R)Ei (1)

where:

Ea TLZ4 transverse fieid in front aperture

Ei incident TEN transverse field

The corresponding total TEN H field in the aperture is then

Ha (1-R) Hi (2)

-- 8--



Since for the TEM mode

then Ha can also be written as follows:

~A -'~ ~(4)

This equation is the same as Silver (1949:335 Eq. (4)), where

1 = R, and t Hi/Ei IPY o

The fields in the open sides of the TEM horn, follow-

ing the discussion given previously, are assumed to be the fields

of the traveling TEM waves in the horn; no discontinuity, reflec-

tion or fringing is assumed. This is probably another source of

inaccuracy in the aperture-field radiation model; however it does

not appear to be particularly significant, based upon experimental

results.

2.2.2 USE OF THE FIELD EQUIVALENCE THEOREM

The field equivalence theorem or the equivalence prin-

ciple as set forth by Schelkunoff and Friis (1952:516-520) under-

lies the necessity for a closed surface S, required by the

Chernousov (1965) formulation, over which the fields must be

known or estimated. The Chernousov formulation in terms of

aperture fields is one of the two TEH horn radiation models used

by Maddocks (1974:chap. 2). Hence a brief discussion of the

equivalence theorem in the context of its application to the TEN

horn is now presented.

-9-



Schelkunoff and Friis (1952:520) sum up the appli-

cation of the equivalence theorem to a waveguide horn problem.

ride following statements are taken (almost verbatim) frou this

reference. A closed surface S is considered which covers the

aperture and encloses the horn itself. If the tangential E and

H fields on surface S are known exactly, theii by the equivalence

theorem the fields outside S may be calculated exactly from the

virtual sources which replace the fields. Schelkunoff and Friis

make the specific point that in this case the horn may then be

removed (for reasons explained previously in Schelkunoff and

Friis (1952:519)), and the fields of the virtual sources

(equivalent electric and magnetic currents) calculated as if

these sources were in free space. This is an important point,

as it allows calculation of th. radiation fields as if the horn

were not present.

In practice, as Schelkunoff and Friis point out,

usualyv we do not know the true fields over surface S, and must

resort to approximations. These approximations (in reality

educateq estimates of the true fields) in the case of the IMM

horn, are discussed by Haddocks (1974;chap. 2).

The fields over the front and side apertures are

assumed to be due to incident and front-aperture-reflected

traveling TEN waves. No other traveling waves are necessary,

as tho TEN hoirns are assumed to be matched at their inputs.

- 10 -



Over the part of surface S occupied by the exterior

surfaces of the two metal 'redges, the tangentie. E field is

very closely equal to zero (the wedges are good conductors),

but the tangential H field is not known. This tangential H

field is related to the "leakage" currents Je on the exterior
A

surfaces by Ye =A x H. Since Je is also ne'- known, this equa-

tion cannot be used to find tangential H. However, it is known,

based upon much practice and experience, that at least for open-

ended waveguides and the like, neglect of the effects of the

currents on the exterior walls results in radiation calculations

which are a first approximation to the measured data (Jordan and

Baimain 1968:495). Neglect of these exterior currents, which is

equivalent to assuming zero tangential H field over the exterior

surfaces of tla. wedges is therefore a third source of inaccuracy,

but is common pr4ctico. This same approximation is also invoked

for waveguide horns by Silver (1949:336), wi.uh the precautionary

note that the approximation imprvves with increase in the size of

the aperture diwensions. Thus for small or large TEN horns the

statements by Jordan and Balmain (1968:495) or Silver (1949:336)..

respectively, may be used to justify the approximation of zero H

fields over the exterior wedge surfaces.

The remaining portion of S is the small open-ended

back aperture of the TEM horn. It was decided to ignore the

contribution to the radiation from the fields over this small

aperture surface of the horn for several oeasons. The first and

--- -. .



principal justification for this is that this aperture is rela-

tively small, and therefore its contribution to the radiation,

especially in tl)e important forward-fire direction (forward-fire

of the entire TEM horn) is small in any event. A second reason

is that due to the relatively close proximity between this aper-

ture and the expused inner conductor of the coaxial line (which

extends across the apex of the horn and excites the TEM mode in

the horn), there is a largu degree of uncertainty concerning the

detailed structure of the fields in this region of the horn. In

other words, the fields in this region are undoubtably quite

geometry-sensitive. In view of this uncertainty, and especially

in view of the relatively small contribution to the total radia-

tion from this part of the horn, the fields over this portion of

surface S were ignored (i.e., taken to be zero).

There is a discussion of the radiation from the open

end of an infinitely-wide, semi-i~ifinitely-long parallel-plate

guide in Collin and Zucker (1969:621-630) for sinusoidal time

variation. An incident doninant TEM mode is assumed. An exact

solution (first obtained in 1946) for the radiation is presented,

using the Wiener-Hopf teehnique. Tae field- within the guide

consist of the incident TVM mode, a reflected TIM mode, character-

ized by a reflection coefficientl P R, pluus hiSher-order TH

nodes. The plate separation 2a and the operating wavelength

are selected ( • 2a) so that only the TIM mode propagates

-12 -



(note: this condition might not hold in time-domain applica-

tions, depending upon the upper frequency content of the excit-

ing transient waveform). It is shown that IRI = exp. (-ko a),

where k0 = / 2114 . The phase of R is given by an infinite

series. Again, in time-domain or transient analysis, an

"average" R might be defined, avoraged over the frequency

content of the exciting waveform. This has been done for a

linear dipole antenna by King and Schmitt (1962).

The analysis in Collin and Zucker (1969) also shows

that there are currents flowing on the outside of the platus

which implies an H field over the exterior surfaces. However,

it is also shown that the normalized exact radiation pattern is

approximated remarkably well by the normalized radiation pattern,

especially over the forward-fire direction, when calculated

using a simple rough estimate of the fields over the aperture

only (_ constant aver the aperture). This excellent agreement

between exact and approximate normalized radiation patterns is

also shown to hold for an incident TEIO mode, using very simple

estimated fields over the aperture only. The point of this it-

that it is possible to calculate approximate normalized radiation

patterns which are surprisingly close to tie exact patterns which

arise from a complex current and field distribution over the

enti-e guide, by using very rough estimates of the fields over

only the aperture, as has boen done in the case of the 7EM horn.



Thus, the common practice of using estimated fields over the

apertures only ccntinues to be justified, at least insofar as

ncrmalized patterns are concerned.

Since, as described above, the parallel-plate guide

radiation problem has been solved exactly for ejwt excitation,

it would be possible, in theory, to solve for the radiation with

transient excitation. This has not been done, to this writer's

knowledge. It is probably a formidable but achievable task.

Additional and possibly more serious difficulties arise in the

application to the actual TEM horn because it is flared, and

definitely non-infinite in width. In this report, an approxi-

mate but much simpler time-domain approac' uLing traveling waves

and estimated aperture fields (an estimated current distribution

n<nsistent with the estimated fields is also used) is employed.

As discussed previously, approximations based upon simple esti-

mated aperture fields only, lead to reasonably good radiation

pattern results, especially for radiation near the forward-fire

direction. This is important, because this is the direction of

most significance in considering the radiation from a TEM horn

plus parabolic dish system. The question of the scale of abso-

lute value of th• ,adiation fields is not resolved by comparison

of normalized patterns. It is possible that the available exact

parallel-plate solution above might yield absolute value results

for the more complicated TEM horn structure, but this has not

been attempted.
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2.3 RADIATION FROM FRONT APERTURE OF TEM HORN, SINUSOIDAL

TIME VARIATION

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION

There are several objectives of the following discus-

sion on the radiation from the front apertures of TEM horns,

excited by conventional steady-state sinusoidal time-varying

excitation (hereinafter designated as ejwt excitation). The

first objective is to show that the equations for the radiation

fields, in the presence of reflection of the incident wave from

the front aperture, are identical in their functional dependence

on the reflection coefficient R and polar angle 6 with those for

open circular and rectangular waveguides with dominant mode

reflections from their open ends, as given in Silver (1949:334-

344, especially Eqs. ll,13,20,22,23a,23b) and also in Ramo &

Whir.nery (1953:537-538).

The second objective is to compare these results with

those obtained by Martins (1973), who uses ejwt excitation solu-

tions to develop time-domain solutions. It is shown that the

two sets of eJwt solutions do not agree because as believed to

be demonstrated herein, the effects of the aperture reflection

coeificient are incorrectly accounted for in setting up the

aperture fields in Martins (1973), which in turn makes the ampli-

tude and the angular variations of the r'adlation patterns also

incorrect.
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2.3.2 RADIATION FROM A SMALL DIFFERENTIAL AREA

Figure 1 shows a differential area IL • in the

XY plane upon which is normally incident a TEM wave traveling in

the +Z direction, polarized parallel to the X direction. Let

the aperture electric field (or voltage) reflection cQefficient

be Kv (same as R2 in Martins (1973) andP in Silver (1974)).

Since the incident fields Exi and Hyi belong to a TEM mode in

free space, they are related by the"Huygens' source" equation

(Jordan and Balmain 1968:522)

EjcIV1(5)

whereto is given by Eq. (3). Then the aperture fields Exa and

Hya are given by the standard reflection-transmission equations

(Jordan and Balmain 1968:Eqs. 5-78 thru 5-82) as follows:

Exa = Exi + k, Exi = (1 + kv) Exi A)

Hya = Hyi - kv Hyi = (1 - kv) HyS (6B)

The aperture fields given by Eq. (6) do not comprise a Huygens'

source satisfying Eq. (5) unless kv = 0, which is the reflection-

less case in which the aperture fields are the same as the inci-

dent fields. Thus the aperture field ELa given by Eq. (6A)

cannot be substituted for Exa in radiation equations which are

designed for Huygens'-type fields. Instead it is necessary to

calculate the separate radiation fie±ds due to both types of

equivalent current sources, as given by Eq. (7) below, and add

the resu- a.

-l16-



The equivalent current sources over surface dA are

given by the equations (Ramo, Whinnery and Van Duzer 1965:663)

The radiation fields due to these sources acting over area dA

are calculated below using a systematic formulation described

in Ramo and Whinnery (1953:530); this is the reference cited

in Martins (1973:40) for calculation of the radiated fields

from tha TEM horn front aperture. The fields are given by

(8A)

e~ (8B)

where for the differential area source (Ramo and Whinnery 1953:

506,530)

A (9A)

V4 L N (9B)
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Thus

ct-IRV)(10A)

AL 0ýW"- CIA(10B)

Hence there follows, using standard cartesian to spherical co-

ordinate transformations,

(00 =65 (kXVAd (D!50 Cj. L 43ý (11A)

=.~ -Ago Ck4 -(A 'A AIR 5t (11B)

aLe aL3 Cora 4 la V%") AA C05 (11c)

Substituting Eq. (11) into (8), and using Eq. (5) gives

-Ab. c ~ ve Gv (12A)

(12B



The bracketed terms in Eq. (12) may be interpreted as

the sum of "forward-fire" and "backward-fire" cardioid patterns,

if Eq. (12) is rewritten as follows:

05r CkA4COe) + k1 -ýC&56' (13A)

_5_"1___t_____e)____ (13B)

The (l+cos 8) term represents a forward-fire cardioid, with maxi-

mum in the forward direction 8 =0, while the (1-cos0) term

represents a backward-fire cardioid, with maximum in the back-

ward direction e =1800. These two cardioids are shown in

Fig. 2. In any principal plane, such as the XZ plane (4 =0)

L f
In the boresight direction (= 0), Eq. (14A) yields

S(14B)

S- ~19 -



FIG. 1 Radiating differential area.

r--

e

(a) Car•dioid + CAZ04 ) (b) Cardi~id kv( -•) )

S~FIG. 2 Component cardioid patterns.
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In the backfire direction (B=I), Eq. (14A) yields

It is to be noted that the radiation in the boresight direction

(forward-fire, 8 =00) is independent of the reflection coeffi-

cient kv, while that in the backfire direction (G=T) depends

entirely upon kv. However, the radiation in other directions

depends upon both kv and the angular direction (810 ), and is

the superposition of the two basic cardioids given in Eq. (13),

consisting of a "reflectionless" forward-fire cardioid, and a

backward-fire cardioid whose magnitude is determined by the

reflection coefficient kv.

2.3.3 RADIATION FROM A FINITE AREA

The TEM horn in Maddocks (1974:Fig. 2.1) consists of

two circular conducting sectors; the front aperture is a spher-

ical sector at . This is the same as the Sperry Rand horn

(Susman and Lamensdorf 1970,1971). The BD and M 8-inch horn

(Martins 1973) Fig. 3(c)) consists of two triangular wedges; the

front aperture is a planar rectangle. The two types of horns

are assumed to be approximately equivalent, especially for

smaller horns with small E-plane flare (Maddocks 1974:chap. 2).

Consider a TEN horn front aperture with finite area A=2a x 2b,

as shown in Fig. 3(a), excited by an incident TEN wave traveling

in the ÷Z direction, with aperture reflection coefficient k,.
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(a) TEM horn front aperture, standard spherical coordinates.

(b) Rectangular wavegulde aperture, TE10 mode Silver (1949).

(c) TEM horn front dperture and coordinates, MartIns (.1273).

FIG. 3 Various front apertures and coordinates.
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The aperture, which is approximated by a planar rectangle, may be

divided up into a large number of differential area sources,

similar to the source discussed in 2.3.2 above, where it is

assumed that all these sources are excited simultaneously by the

incident TEM wave. The aperture may then be treated as a planar

rectangular array of these differential sources, and its radia-

tion f~eld will be given by the product of the aperture array

space factor (or group factor) Sxy by the radiation from the

basic differential area source SdA (Jordan and Balmain 1968:494)

as follows:

A 5iC1KOLIMeOOS4) s5n(• 51.C , (15A)

$given by Eq. (13) (15B)

Eq. (15A) follows from Jordan and Balmain (1968:Eq. (13-60)),

with a replaced by 2b and b replaced by 2a. The incident E field

is polarized parallel to the +X axis, and H is parallel to the

+Y axis in Fig. Za, which is the same as in Jordan and Balmain

(1968;Figs. 13-14 and 13-16). However, the a and b dimensions

are interchanged, and doubled in this report. The results are

as follows:
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r

(16A)

~E~ e's5 1 vr

(16B)

Equations (16) are identical with those in Jordan and Balmain

(1968, Eqs. (13-61,62)), with a replaced by 2b and b replaced by

2a, and w;ith kv=O, since this reference considers only the re-

flectionless case. There is a typographical error in Jordan and

Balmain (1966, Eq. (13-62)), in that cos# should be sink , as

can be seen froi Eq. (13-52) in that reference. The radiation

patterns in the two principal planes and in the boresight and

backfire directions are as follows:

XZ-Dlane ( t= 00I ) or the E-plane:

E a . _ _ _ _ _ _ -V 1 7 A)~a

fY-plane (_k=.V- 2,1rIZ ) or the H-plane:

SJ(17)
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Boresight ( &zOO direction:

F (17C)

Backfire e e= i.s ) direction:

- ~ (17D)

2.3.4 COMPARISON WITH SILVER (1949)

Enuations (17A,17B) are now compared with similar

equations in Silver (1949). These equations are for open-ended

circular and rectangular waveguides. Attention is especially

directed to the bracketed terms in Eqs. (17A,17B), which specifi-

cally show dependence on kv and the basic cardioid patterns.

For a circular waveguide, Silver (1949:Eqs. (10-11,

10-13)) gives the radiation equations for TEmn and TMH., modes.

The quantity6 mn in Silver is the phase constant for propagating

modes, given by Silver (1949:Eq. (7-1S)), and is replaced by

h'=210• for the TEM mode in a TEM waveguide. Inspection of the

bracketed terms Eqs. (10-11,10-13) in Silver, which correspond to

those in Eqs. (17A,B) abo-e, putting P mn/k--l, and V =kv, shows

that both sets of terms are identical. The remainIng terms 5.n
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the equations in Silver express the aperture array pattern

fac;t-vs appropriate to the circular waveguide geometry and the

structure of the waveguide TEmn and THmn modes, and therefore

are not expected to be the same as the corresponding remaining

terms in Eqs. (17A,B).

For a rectangular waveguide Silver (1949:Eqs. (10-20,

21,22,23)), the same comparative results as discussed in the

preceding paragraph are obtained. Typical bracketed terms

(i.e., Silver (1347:Eq. 10-20)) are

I + aze + (18A)

and

(18B)

which are identi:al to the corresponding terms in Eqs. (16A) and

(16B), respectively, when .0 mn-k(TEN mode) and V =kv. There is

a typgzgraphical error in the bracketed term in Eq. (10-22) of

Silve. for E. , in that COOý should be C! , which can be veri-

fied reference to Eq. (10-20) for Lo in Silver.

In Eqs. (10-23) Silver gives the F- aný :'.:plane

patterns of the "$'LO node in rectangular waveguide of dlmensions

a • b. The aperture I field is polari:ed in the Y direction,

so the YX plane is the E-plane, and the XZ-plane is the li-plane

of the radiation pattern. See Fig. 3(b). The L-plane equation

in Silver (Eq. 10-23a) is repeated below to facilitate comparison
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with Eq. (17A):

e -4P(I .01- (19)

Upon replacing _ 1 0 /k by unity, 11 by kv, and b by 2b, it is seen

that the anguiar-dependent portions of both equations are

identical.

2.3.5 COMPARISON WITH MARTINS (1973)

Equations (17A,B,C) are now compared with their counter-

parts, Eqs. (28,27 and 29) respectively in Martins (1973), which

are repeated below for convenience.

XZ-pLane (Eq.28):

L -

YZ-nlane (Eq.27):
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In the above equations, R 2  kv the aperture reflection coeffi-

cient, and R1  the reflection coefficient at the input, as seen

from the horn. The voltage at the aperture Z = of the horn is

Martins 1973:Eq. (26))

(21A)

where Vo is the initial traveling voltage wave on the TEM horn

line, given by (Martins 1973:Eq. (25))

22 • (21B)

where

Vg = generator voltage

Z1 = feed line impedance

Zo = TEM horn impedance

The incident TEM wave fields at the aperture are

The apertuire fields are then

S1 _ _ __ __ __" (21D)
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These aperture fields do not correspond to a Huygens' source,

unless R2 =0. It is incorrect to compute the radiation from

Exa alone, which is apparently the case in Martins (1973:Eqs.

(27-29)).

To simplify the comparison, first put RI=0 (matched

input). This detracts little from generality; in addition, the

actual TEM horn was matched (Martins 1973:108). Second, the end

bracketed exponential terms in Martins (1973:Eqs. (27,28) are

replaced by their 5%VA equivalents, as follows:

n C (21F)

t% 6LIft#

r,6 c -56' ~ caz An (Vz 6cc be5 62'1

Third, the coordinate system in Martina !1973), designated herein

as ( 1 1 ', and shown in Fig. 3(c), are transformed to the

spherical ( "49 ) coordinates used in this report by the

foilow3ing equations:

CcOIN 1-50 OZG-5t (21H)

C.. 5_-_ -, .. c15,4 (211)
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Using the above three steps, omitting the common 4! term, and

using V0  2b(Exi, ro Eq. (21c), Eqs. (20A,B,C) become the

following:

XZ-p lane ( " ~OI .. ~ )31t/2) or E-Pl an e: Eq. (20A):

YZ-plane ( Ta 11.8W)1'Z )or H-plane; Eq. (20B):

M 12 5 12 tej (22B)

Boresight f) 0 E=O6=WZ Eq. ( 200)

tions among Eqs. (17Afl,C) and Eqs. (22A1 B,C) shows the follow-

ing differences:

(1) XZ or Epae

Eq. (17A) has the factor,{t ca 0 4Re. o~' VS.

2(1+R 2 ) in Eq. (22A). These are equal only if both

R2 =0 and 8 =-O.
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(2) YZ or H-.plane:

Eq. (17B) has the factor % e - [ ] vs.

2(I+R2 )CQ3G in Eq. (22B). These are equal only if

both R2 =0 and 6 =O.

(3) Boresight:

There is no (l+R 2 ) factor in Eq. (17C).

2.4 RADIATION IN THE BORESIGHT DIRECTION; COMPARISON WITH

MARTINS (1973)

The radiation in the boresight direction warrants a

separate and more detailed discussion, for a number of reasons,

such as:

(a) The general boresight direction is the most important direc-

tion for horns used to feed parabolic reflectors.

(b) The equation for boresight radiation tends to be the simplest

one, lending itself to useful closed-form approximations, valu-

able for insight and for absolute or relative comparisons with

results derived by diffevent methods.

(c) Passage from the ejw/ excitation result to a general time

domain result is relatively simple.

Comparison between Eqs. (17C) and (22C) shows that the

Martins (1973:Eq. (29)) result, for the front aperture alone of

the TEN horn, is higher by a factor (1+R 2 ). For the TDR measured

value R2 =0.7 (Martins 1973:171), this factor =1÷0,7=1.7. When

the radiation in the boresight direction due to the two side
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apertures is taken into account, which is not done quantitatively

in Martins (1973), then for smaller horns, it has been shown by

Maddocks (1974) that the approximate result is to introduce an

additional factor of two into the denominator of Eq. (17C).

Then the amplitude ratio between the two sets of results is,

approximately,

.1+0.1 5.4 (22D)

Equations such as (17C,22C) may be used to infer the

response to arbitrary time-waveform excitation by noting that

for 9jwt excitation d/dt = jw, so

j i L Em' (23A)

Then Eq. (22C) becomes

Tj rc Ckt(23B)

In the notation of Mar'tins (1973), Vo=Vi(t), so that from Eq.

(21C)

i (t(23C)

where Vi(t) is the standard impulse test wave form of amplitude

= 384 volts (Martins 1973:173,212). Then Eq. (23B) becomes,

remembering that A = 4ab,

- 32 -
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• .ire.. s6 a t!
0L. A• (23D)

MCC, 4t

Eq. (23D) is Eq. (95) in Martins (1973). For smaller horns, such

as the TEM horn under discussion, it is believed, as stated above,

that this result is in error, and should be, approximately,

1k- -, ,Avc. ( 23E)

value in Eq. (23D)

2.5 DERIVATION OF THE BORESIGHT RADIATED FIELDS IN THE TIME

DOMAIN, USING THREE DIFFERENT APPROACHES, SMALL TEM HORNS

2.5.1 INTRODUCTION

The radiation in the boresight direction (normal to

the front aperture of the horn) is important for the reasons

discussed in Section 2.4 above. Maddocks (1974) has derived

equations for the general radiation fields of general TEM horns,

using (1) the Chernousov formulation based upon aperture fields

(Maddocks 1974:chap. 2) and (2) a vector potential A formulation

based upon the sheet-current flow in the conducting wedges

(Maddocks (1974:chap. 3). For smaller horns Maddock- (1974) has

developed approximate closed-form equations for the radiation in
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the equatorial plane, which include the boresight and backfire

directions as special cases. In addition, using a third ap-

proach, an equation for the boresight radiation •.K a small TEM

horn is developed in this section based upon a V-dipole model of

the horn. To within the accuracy of the small-horn approxima-

tions, as described below, all three approachrs produce identi-

cal results in the boresight and backfire di.ections. These

three approaches and their results are discussed in the follow-

ing three sections.

2.5.2 APERTURE APPROACH

Using the Chernousov apert-:re field approach Maddocks

(1974:cbap. 2) has derived, strictly in the time domain, the

radiation equations for arbitrary time excitation, in any angular

direction, for constant-impedance TEM horns. The assumptions

involved in this aperture-model of the fEM horn are discussed in

Section 2.2. The horn geometry is shown in Fig. 4. The actual

front aperture is shown in 1"ig. 3(a), which is assumed to be

approximately equivalent to the planar rectangular front aper-

ture shown in Fig. 4(d), .!xeLpl fied by the BD and M 8" TEM

horn. Field points ( II ) and ho.n points ( .. ) are

in standard spherical coordinates as shown.

For sufficiently small TEN horns, Maddocks (1974z

chap. 2) has derived relatively simple approximate closed-form

expressions from the general equations for the radiation in the
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.4*

I

(a) 3-D view (b) Side view

A •=2•. o__. ...

(c) Top view (d) Front aperture approximated
by planar rectangle

FIG. 4 TEM horn,
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equatorial plane (XY or H-plane or horizontal plane, or G=--12i

plane, for "vertical" E polarization). These are reviewed

briefly and discussed below for the boresight direction (+X axis,

or a•_A12) 4=- , or "forward-fire" direction).

By a "small horn" is meant a horn with front aperture

dimensions such that the aperture travel times are iess than or

comparable with the characteristic time dimensions of the

excitation waveform. The travel time = distance/c, where c

propagation velocity = 3x10 8 m/s; one inch = 84.7 psec., one

foot = 1,016 psec. Z J nsec. For example the 8" BD and M TEM

horn (Martins 1973) has the following aperture dimensions:

height 2b = 1 5/16" (travel time = 111 psec.), and width 2a

8" (travel time = 678 psec.). The IKOR model IMP 100 output

voltage waveshape has a pulse width (null-to-null) of approxi-

mately 500 psec. (Martins 1973:212). Hence the E-plane dimen-

sion (2b) of the front aperture is "small". The H-plane dimen-

sion (2a) is only approximately or quasi-small; this results in

"smearing-out" of the details of the radiated time-wave forms.

The traveling-wave exciting TEN fields in the matchell-

input TEM horn are taken as (Maddocks 1974:EKs. (2-1,2-2))
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-e str f z N-Jrk V i X 243)

where:

Vi(t) = incident voltage from pulse generator that

approaches the input terminals of the feed

(e.g., Martins (1973:107)).

f(IL• ) = illumination amplitude taper factor, discussed

below.

Kv E- field or voltage reflection coefficient at

the aperture, determined by TDR measurements

(=R 2 in Martins (1973:143)).

The firs;t terms in Eqs. (24) are the incident waves, traveling
I

in the + r direction, originating at the horn input, where no

further reflections occur, since the horn is assumed to be

matched at its input. The second terms in Eqs. (24) are the

traveling waves, due to reflection at the front aperture.

For srall-aperture horns, especially for small E-plane

flare, which is the case for the 8" BD and M horn, the C(• )

factor', which is not the usual illumination taper function, may
#

be evaluated as follows: For the + " traveling wave, the E

field is given by the usual equation

37
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On the other hand, from Eq. (24a),

IT_;rCDo) VzL*J-r11C) A

(25B)

where J(Tý is shown in Fig. 4(6), and is given by

2 5 C

In equatica (25B), R4&,J3 has been approximated by its value at

the aperture center . Then from Eqs. (25A,B,C), it

rollows 'hat

The result in Eq. (25D) is needed in the analysis which follows.

In the boresight direction (= )'3O, 7=0*) it can be

s5lowi tiiat (Maddocks:1974, chap. 2, Eqs. (2-9,2-23))

C-I+6S

-3 -
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where T=- rVI_ :retarded time, andg time derivative off

Vi(t). The first term in Eq. (26) ib the boresight radiation

due to the front aperture only, which involves the time-derivative

of the excitation waveform. !his is typical of boresight aperture

radiation in the time domain, when the aperture is excited such

that all points have the same value simultaneously (Martins 1973:

Eq. 95, Handelsman 1972:96). The second term in Eq. (26) is an

approximately derivative-like radiation due to the two side aper-

tures (the approximation involved is discussed below) in the

boresight direct-on. The third and last term is the "backward"
I

radiation (in the boresight direction of the reflected --r trav-

eling waves in the two side apertures.

To show the approximation to a time-derivative of the

second term in Eq. (26), put

LIC. (27A)
C_

t hen

LJ T)-\h (LT- Ct-foý-B)) - _ \:(T>ý-\iý T-

i'or" ufficiently smnill valuos of the aperture angular width

the quantity 6tg may be treated as differentially snall. For"

example, for the 8" TEP hurn (Nartins 1973:127),
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arc ulxA lac.5. 33D

Comparing this value to the 500 psec. pulse widLh, it is seen

that Lto is not quite small enough to be treated as a differ-

ential. Thus for the B" horn, the second term in Eq. (26) is

more accurately treated as the difference between two functions

displaced in time. However, for smaller aperture n the

differential approximation would become increasingly accurate.

It is useful here to retain the derivative approximation, with

the understanding that this is a very rough approximation, so

as to be able to compare the first and second terms in Eq. (5)

on the same basis. Then Eq. (27B) becomes

-C. (j \cj)

afd thQ necond term in Eq. (26) "1 omn -,n

C. J T
V*_ C_ C
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Finally, in the third term in Eq. (26) let

42 5LV%119-- 2 a-(27E)

Substituting Eqs. (25D,27D,27E) into Eq. (26), there

is obtainea

R vc
Jim~-- C4kTYý ~ ~ Y (28A)

It is seen that the second term (side aperture radiation) acts

to reduce the first term (front aperture radiation) by (a.proxi-

ma*.ely) a factor of two. Combining these terms results in

V C-

(2SB)

n Xaddocks (•,97h:E-•. (2-26), • a appear in place of a in the

ý' t te r-a and .P in place o£ CAI1r"• in t"e -,,eond term,

a v o. .v ; ,0aC1

pchturv cu .r t U ir:t tort.()- r: -

fo h in Xr n:(/'3Z

C V



by tne factor (1+R 2 ) 1+0.7 1.7. The side-aperture contri-

bution (second term in Eq. (28A)), which is not treated quan-

titatively in Martins (1973:43,74), turns out to be ipproxi-

mately one-half that of the front aperture, but of opposite sign.

When this is taken into account, as in Eq. (28B), the derivative-

like field (first term in Eq. (28B)) is less than the result in

Martins (1973:108 or Eq. (29) above) by the factor 2(1+R2 )=3.4.

It is worthwhile to note at this point some differences

and similarities between aperture and dipole radiation (Appendix

A, Eqs. (A-6, A-15)). The front aperture is excited essentially

simultaneously, with the result that its boresight radiation is

a derivative of hhe excitation. Both the side apertures and

dipoles radiate in similar fashion as they are both excited by

traveling waves. They both radiate replicas of the excitation

in directions broadside (normal) to their length, and derivatives

of the excitation in directions parallel to their length.

2.5.3 CURRENT-SHEET APPROACH

This approach is based upon the standard vector poten-

tial A forvmulation (Jordan and Balmain 1968:315), using the

current sheets J amps/m which flow on the metal-conductor wedge:s

of the TEM horn. This current model is consistent with the

Traveling-wave TEM field model discussed in 2ection 2.2. if !H

is tne TEM magnetic field at any point at the surface cf the

wedges in the horn, then the linear current density at that
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point is given by (Jordan and Balmain 1968:108)

S(30)

Thus J is a TEM-mode current distribution consisting of an inci-

dent and a reflected wave. The T field, and therefore the

currencs i on the outer surfaces of thie wedges and any higher

non-TEM modes are neglected, consistent with the assumptions

discussed for the TEM-fields aperture model in Section 2.2.

The geometrical model of the TEM horn in this current

sheet approach is a section of a biconical antenna (Maddecks

1974: chap. 3 and Fig. 3.1). This was found to be strongly

necessary to render practicable the analytic integration over

the current-sheet surfaces required to calculate the radiation

fields. Such integrations are enormously simplified when the

surfaces to be integrated over are constant-coordinate surfaces.

Thus in the aperture-fields model, these constant-coordinate

surfaces are the front aperture (a spherical sector at r=ra) and

the two side apertures (at constant angles ± 00, respectively).

In the current-sheet model, the constant surfaces are the two

mt.tal conductors, which in the biconical TE" horn, are surfaces

of constant angle a-' Po and a= U-10 respectively (Maddocks 1974:

.•ig 3.1).

rox" small I.-plane flare, the biconical-sect ion TEM

horn differs only slightly in geometry from the 2perr,° Rand horn

or the 8-Jnch bD and M horn, which facilitat.i, comparison.
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For small-aperture• small E-plane flare biconical-

section TEM horns, it has been shown by Maddocks (1974:Eq.

(2-26)) that the approximate equation for the equatorial

(azimuth) plane radiation reduces, for the boresight direction,

to a result which is identical to Eq. (28B) above, obtained

using The aperture model. Hence there is no need to repeat this

equation here or to discuss it further. 'he same ha.. been shown

for the backfire radiation field. In other directions in the

equatorial plane, a comparison between the calculated radiated

fields obtained from the two models (aperture-field model and

current-sheet model) of the TEM horn is given by Maddocks (1974:

Sections 2.4,3.3).

It is, of course, possible to compare the radiated

fields due to the two models in any direction by digital conputer

calcilation. This has not been done for the following reason:

The aperture-fieids model was solved first and programmed for

numerical calculation. The current-sheet model was solved later,

and in view of the agreement of the approximate analytical expres-

sions between the two models in the boresight and backfire direc-

tions, it was not considered w~rthwhile to expend the consider-

able time required to prcgram the current-,s'eet model equations

solely for further numerical comparison.

2.5.4 V-DIPOLU APPROACH

it is intuitively obvious that a -sufficiently small

TIE. horn can be approximated as a V-dipole. The smaller the L-
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and H-plane flares, and consequently the smaller (narrower) the

width of the conductor wedges compared to the excitation wave-

form's characteristic times, the better this approximation should

be. It is shown below, using the results for dipole radiation

given in Appendix A, that this approach does indeed lead, with

comparative simplicity, directly to the same results for the

boresight radiation as given by Eq. (28B), obtained by both the

aperture-field and the current-sheet models.

From Appendix A, Eq. (A-6), for a dipole whose geo-

metry is shown in Fig. 5, matched at its input (ko=O) as is the

case for the TEM horn, the radiation from one wire, say the upper

wire (u.w.), is given by the following equation:

31.)

-- O -z (T>- t'CCO ,(T 1 T- 9-5
GT - C 5M

1i incident curr'ent- wave on the dipole

a h = dipole wire length

80 angle measured from dipole wire direction

ke = current reflection coefficient at e•nds = -k
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FIG. 5 Dipoles.
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T Ti

The first bracketed term in Eq. (31), designated as , is the

radiation due to the forward-traveling wave on the dipole's

upper wire. The second bracketed term, designated E*, is the

radiation due to the reflected wave. There are rno further re-

flected waves as the dipole (TEM Horn) is assumed matched at the

input.

The boresight direction of the V-dipole is the +X-

axis, which corresponds to a value of e given by (see Fig. 5(b))

ac (32)

For horns with small E-plane flare, which is the case here, Ah 0

is sufficiently small so that the quantity

/,•., : g°"(.%'t.;•e --- ... t"• iS•.'•(33)

may be treatpd a- a differential. Thus fcr the BD and M 8-inch

horn (Martins 1973:127) using • 7 3/8 inches 0.186 m., it

follows that

t.I
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Hence At is differentially small compared to a 500 psec. pulse

width. From a physical viewpoint, % = the travel-time differ-

ence in the +X-axis direction between radiation leaving the

dipole wire at the V-apex (input) and that leaving its end, as

illustrated in Fig. 6.

Using the identity

and Eqs.' (32,33), the u.w. • becomes

U.V. ~ ~4TrtC c-. si

Since the dipole is matched at its input, the incident-wave

voltage and current are related by

-- (35)

where Zo is the dipole (TUM horn) and also the input transmission

line characteristic impedance 50 ohms. Hence Vq. (34) become:
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* _ ~1p~ ...L-..(36)

A simplified equation for the Z of the horn will now

be developed. The 50-ohm 8-inch TEM horn has a constant height-

to-width ratio 2b/2a = 1 5/*16"/8" = 0.164, which is considerably

less than unity. For such low ratios, the E field fringing is

relatively small. As a result, the horn behaves, to a rough

first approximation, as a diverging, constant (b/a) ratio par-

allel-plate transmission line (Ramo and Whinnery 1953:320) for

which

V (37A)

where f is a correction factor less than unity which depends upon

the (bien ratio. As a specific example, for the 8-inch BD and M

horn, b/a = 0.164, Zo = 50 ohms, and f = 50/(0.164x377) = 0.81.

For smaller b/a ratios, the f factor approaches unity, as can be

seen from the wave of Zo vs. b/a in Martins (1973:41). Exami-

nation of this curve shows that the slope at the origin as the

ratio (b/a) approaches zero, where f=i, is

Ma 377"L (37B)
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Hencu it is a reasonable and useful approximation for suffi-

ciently small TEM horns to put

V Z'-:- 6%(37C)

Alternatively Eq. (37C) is another way of saying that

the horn dimensions are sufficiently small so that their corre-

sponding travel-times are significantly less than the exciting

waveform's characteristic times. In particular, the width of the

8-inch horn varies from about 1 to 8 inches, with a mean value

4 inches Z 340 psec. which is not small compared to the 500 psec.

null-to-null pulse width. In the dipole approximation to the

horn, the actual varying width is modeled as a thin, constant-

width wire. The effect of the actual width is to "blur" or

"smear" out the details of the radiation waveform based upon a

dipole model. From the impedance viewpoint, use of the approxi-

mation of "Eq. (37C) for the 8-inch TEM horn is not so bad (f=0.81

instead of 1.0); the resultant simplification in the analytic

results is worthwhile.

From Eqs. (3u,37C),

E ________ (37D)
Uk.'~. -4inrc-

The lower wir.' of the V-dipole, contributc:n an equal amount, -o

th-it for the entire dipole
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It is seen that Eq. (37E) is exactly the same as the first term

in Eq. (28B) above due to the forward-traveling wave, obtained

during the aperture-field approach. It now will be shown that

the E; radiation term (second bracketed term in Eq. (31)) for

the entire V-dipole is identical to the second and remaining

term in Eq. (28B).

The u.w. ES term in Eq. (31), using Eqs. (32,33,35),The

becomes

~ ~-O~tcF~kt-ec~ -'h I- ~~%1(38A)

X Using

(38B)

and Eq. (37C),

4 S~io bo --

ioence Eq. (38A) becones
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The lower wire of the V-dipole contributes an equal amount, lead-

ing to the following total E; field:

6T' %t 4 V (T_ M \1; ( (38E)

The complete Doresight field for the V-dipole is the

sum of Eqs. (37E,38E), given by

I

c5 AV; - 0'r i(T-MA-Ni 2rk (39)
2r~~C. U~a L.

In the dipole approximation to the TEM horn, the horn size must

be sufficiently small so that the aperture width 2a and azimuth

angle Ao are small, at least to first order. It then follows

that the quantity ' (L--CO53.) in Eq. (28B) is small to secondC.
order, i.e., it is differentially small compared to the excitation

waveform's characteristic times. Then both this quantity and

S I- in Eq. (39) a-re differentially small, and
C-

both may be neglected in the arguments of the necond terms of

Eqs. (28B) and (39), reespectively. Then the \-dipole radiation

equation of tn. (39) becomes identical to the aperture-Fields

radiation equation given by Eq. (20B), in the small TEM horn

c 5; -
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Equation (39) will now be interpreted. The first

term is the derivative of the excitation, and is due to the for

ward-traveling wave on the dipole (horn). The second term, due

to the reflected wave, (first term in the brackets) is a nega-

tive replica of the excitation waveform, slightly displaced in

time by I~a,* , which is very small compared to the pulse length,

and with an amplitude approximately 1/8 that of the first term,

in the case of the BD and M 8" horn, as shown below. Thus the

second term acts to decrease the positive swing and to increase

the negative swing of the derivative term by a factor of about

1/8. The rad'ation then goes to zero until time T = 2 ra/c,

which occurs when the traveling wave returns to the apex. At

this time the third term (second term in brackets) produces a

positive replica of the excitation, reduced in amplitude by 1/8.

£xa:;.ination of the theoretical computer-calculated curve for the

boresight radiation of the 8" horn obtained by Maddocks (1974:

Fig. 2.7) shows precisely this behavior. It is considered

rv±markabie that the simple V-dipole model can obtain results so

similar to the more complicated aperture-field model.

The ratio of amplitudes of the two types of term:n in

1,1. (39) is

-- "t-- --3 -
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II
For the 8"' TEM horn, this ratio is 7.8, using [ 7 3/11"=

0.7.; kv = R2 = 0.7, Vij 384 volts, and maximum a - 1
1.67x,0 1 2 volt/sec (Martins 1973:139). In terms of absolute

values, the quantit., (r•e) corresponding to the first term in

Eq. (39) is

_ _VA6gt 90 v.At

This agrees well with the amplitude of the first peak of the

computer-calculated theoretical curve for the 8" TEK h( n in

Fig. 2.7 of Maddocks (1974), whose value 4.ixlO" 2 corresponds to

The first multiplier (5.62) is the f(. 9 ) factor discussed in

Maddocks (1974, chap. 2), and thu second Multiplier (384) is

necessary to convert forom the uaity-amplitude pulse of Haddocks

(1970) to the 384 volt-amplitudo puls5e of Martins (1973). The

value 7.b of th&o ratio az: giveln by Kq. (41 ) 0f bove also agre:-

w,.11 wit1h that read off frorn Fig. 2.7 of Maddoksi (1974) w'hich

f•', C~:O xMVaRý'S y, 0-* .H /0.5O~ =i X4.'T

.-. 1. I COMPA3IRIOWSS USIN O Z,,

•ompa £•on ,•wte heory and ,oxp-r,1rm:'tc f:e'lr IN-VU borne,

izl igiven by maddock:ý (1174). •,conparf!!ý ciur u OC IE vn.

t r' hren d'ffý,on Sýrry-%,and har" -., varlau
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(H-plane) angles, against experimental data obtained by Susman

and Lamensdorf (1970:42-44). These comparison curves appear in

Haddocks (1974, Figs. 2.3,2.4,2.5). In general, the agreement

can be seen to b( reasonably good. For further discussion see

Maddocks (1974, Section 2.4). The curves necessarily are pre-

sented normalized to equal peak values as the experimental data

is given in relative, not absolute values.

Haddocks also compares curves of ((Ea) vs. time for

the 8" BD and H TEM horn, for three azimuthal angles, against
4

experimental data obtained by Martins (1973, Figs. 55a,b,c,114c).

These comparison curves appear in Maddocks (1974, Figs. 2.7,2.8,

2.9). The theoretical vs. experimental curves for the boresight

direction, 0 :0o, (Haddocks 1974, Fig. 2.7) are normalized to

the -ano peak value. The next two sets of curves for azimuth

directions •=500o,1000 (Haddocks 1974, Figs:. 2.8,2.9) are each

draw" with the scame relazive -s.cale factor as establ'k:hed for the

tw uv: n t.1t, =0: c~asi -li "ge5:e dnb ý(Ln to ~
-•asob go. For u Ihe2 di:rt.' ion of the:;e curvk:!, :

iý~~~ ~ ~ ~ a.- nnaVQ-0I A

'ho the'lrtet i -'ai wv~re' lot OA~iZ A%

( ~ £ : 'i 7 3) a--s~ , -f thei t iný oý tht'rt *

/or If -con 'ztoc of7 tn;- n t ta 2. . .



2.6.2 DISCUSSION OF PREDICTED VS. MEASURED RESULTS OBTAINED BY

MARTINS (1973)

The experimental program reported in Martins (1973)

measured the radiation fields of i number of primary feed

antennas, with and without reflectors, in 'oth transmit and

receive modes, using various sensor antennas (Martins 1973:144).

The sensors were calibrated essentially by the measured radiation

from the base of a long monopole/dipole antenna (Martins 1973:

125), of which one part consists of the extended center conductor

of a coaxial cable, tapered out over a 0.075" transition to a

3/8" diameter rod 50" long, and the other part consists of the

3/8" diameter solid aluminum sheath, epproximately 10' long.

The absolute scale of this set of measurements was established

by an equation for the radiation from the base of this monopole/

dipole feed, given by Martins (1973, Eq. (94)). As shown in

Appendix A, Section 7, this equation is derived for a center-fed

balanced dipole. This poses an obvious question concerning th

equivalence between the actual monopole/dipole used in the experi-

mental program, and a balanced dipole.

A se~cnd question (or rather a set of inter-related

questions) is pointed out by Martins (1973) in his Tables 10,11,

dnd 12. Table 10 compares predicted and maeasut-Edi transiri t and

receive crest amplitudes for six different feeds on boresight at

a range of 25 feet. The six feeds include the long muonopole/

dipole, constant-impedance 3" and 8" TEM horns, a vablii:pe

dance horn, a bicone, and a bow :ie antenna. Agreement betw-en
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measured and predicted values for all six feeds in the transmit

mode is very good. The predicted values are based upon the

theoretical development in Martins (1973). For example, for the

8" TEM horn, the Martins (1973, Eq. (95)) result given in Eq.

(23D) is used. However, for three of the feeds in the receive

mode, differences between predicted and measured values are

noted by Martins (1973:181,182,205) being as large as 3:1 for

the 3" TEM hor'n and 4:1 for the 8" TEM horn and for the bicone.

The predicted values in the receive mode for each feed are based

upon use of the reciprocity theorem together with the transmit

"mode transfer functions derived for that feed (Martins 1973:

176,181). In addition to the above discrepancies as reported

by Martins, another problem is posed because, as discussed ir:

Sectio.i 2.4, Martins' transmit Eq. (23D) for the 8" TEM horn is

thought to be too large by a factor of 3.4. This implies that

problems also exist in the transmit mode comparisons: for which

the reported agreement is good. Fiially, Tables 11 and 12 in

Martins (1973) concern various feed ind reflector combinations.

Since the same types of problems carry ever into these antenna

combinations, there appears to be no point in repeating the above

discus sion.

Becauite of the lack of zelf-consi:ntetcy between pre-

dicted and measurd results in the Martimr (1973) report, it was

not deemed advisable to ue the Martins experimental data on an

ab:;olute basis in thi.; report.
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CHAPTER 3

TRANSIENT RADIATION FROM A PARABOLOID

3.1 INTRODUC T ION

This chapter is intended to serve principally as an

introduction to the characteristics of the transient radiation

of a paraboloidal antenna. A much more complete and detailed

time-domain analysis, using the Chernousov formulation, is given

by Maddocks (1974) for the radiation fields in any direction.

Maddocks (1974) also presents digital-computer calcu-

lation and graphs for the radiation time-waveforms ir a number of

specific directions, including the boresight direction. The

paraboloidal reflector-feed coordinate systems are shown in

Maddocks (1974, Figs. 4.1,4.2). The analysis by Maddocks (1974)

includes two types of feeds. The first is a hypothetical point

source feed, with an isotropic radiation pattern, at least over

the solid angle subtended by the paraboloid. The second feed is

the i3D and M 8-inch TEM horn. For this second feed, Maddocks

(1974, Fig. 5.7) compares the theoretical graph of E vs. time

with an available experimental curve presented by Martins (1973:

235) for the 48-inch diameter paraboloidal reflector. The agrtte-

ment between the shapes of the two curves ,L, quite good, both

curves being normalized to the same maximum value.

The first type of feed describer' above is important

as it produces an almost-uniform TEM field excitation (illumina-

tion) over the exit aperture of the 48-inch reflector. The
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closeness of the approxim,,tion to uniformity is discussed later

in this chapter. The uniform illumination case is important, as

it permits derivation cf a simple equation for the boresight

radiation, which is useful for the reasons given in Section 2.4.

As shown below, an equation for the boresight radiation in this

case can be calculated in a simple, closed form, with relative

ease using only cime-domain techniques (almost a "back-of-the-

envelope" type of calculation). This result agrees with an

equation given by Martins (1973:109) without proof, but pre-

sumably using the method embodied in Eq. (23A) above. This,

also, is discussed in mo-e detail below.

By contrast, fcr non-uniform illumination, the equa-

tiois for the radiation fields are of a complexity such that,

even for the restricted case of the boresight direction, it has

not been possible to date (Maddocks 1974, chap. 5) to obtain a

simple, closed-form expression. Thus the fields, of necessity,

must be calculated by digital-computer evaluatlon of equations

involving various intetgrals which depend upon the feed pattern

and the ý'eflectoz-feed geometry.

3.2 AS$UMPTIONS

The radiation fields of the -arat o lo id reflector are

calculated u!1ng thth Cl1ernouzov formulation a-:;s;urhnn that on i';

the field: over the exit aperture of the reflector are non1-7.Cro.

All other fields and edge eff:ects are n,,glected. The v'f!ector
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is assumed to be perfectly conducting, and in the far field of

the feed. The feed is assumed to be effectively a point source

at the focus. The commonly-used geometrical-optics approximation

is assumed, which results in a one-to-one correspondence between

the fields at the reflector surface at which plane-wave boundary

conditions are invoked, and the fields over the exit aperture.

SThe theory underlying this approach is given in Silver (1949,

Sections 4.4-4.6,12.2,12.3). The reflector/feed geometry as

given in Maddocks (1974, Fig. 4.1) follows closely, but not

exactly, the geonetry used by Silver (1949:416), and is repeated

here for convenience in Fig. 7.

3.3 EXIT-APERTURE EXCITATION PRODUCED BY AN ISOTROPIC PRIMARY

FEED

The field intensity due to an isotropic primary feed

at origin 0, which is the focal point of the paraboloid, varies

inversely as the distancef from 0 to the point P on the para-

boloid surface. The point P on the exit aperture which corrtŽs-
I I

ponds to point P , is the projec.-tion of P on the exit aperture,

as shown in Fig. 7. To find the aperture field, following Silver
I

(1949 419), it is noted that all the reflected rays. P P arc

parallel. Hence the fields remain: constant 'n magnitude aio:ng

the reflected rays. The field L at point p(N VI) in the apvrture

is then tht same as the field 1 at point P (fPj Or', the Vz-

flector, except for the time retardation due to the path-

length distance from PI to i.
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The I field at any point P (ASj ) on the reflectco

varies as tIP for an isotropic source feed. There is ao varia-

tion with angle ('jf). There is a spatial variation with dis-

tance as 1-P . This may be seen from Silver (1949:418, Eqs.

(6,7)), in which is a constant. Then the T field at

the corresponding point P(VYS ) also vaiies as tI.P . Thus an

isotropic primary feed produces a field over the exit aperture

of the parabo7.oid whose amplitude has a taper governed by the

%IJ variation. The maximum value of this taper is the ratio

of the maximum value of P -=4 to the value of P L at

the reflector edge. For the 48-inch BD and M paraboloidal re-

flector (Martins 1973:135), D = 48" and f = 20.16". From Silver

(1949:415,416) :

asC ' I+ lL(tI44') 6 k 5.3 (41A)

Htýncv th, amplitud, tapu .r i ; 27. 3/20. 16 . , or the power

r.6 ,b; th , at tile ed en ojf tic- par'aboloid bn' -b

•..g db owtn Vfro Q n 1 1t at t C ý'n t cr.-t. Ti[: [ p r i.' n ,r

fronm un i form, hein1g much ieý: .h;ah ± u:;uai 1a'er•; 1•f 10 d: or

nori, common in tatty syfi mi.n
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It will be convenient, for the reasons previously

explained, to assume that a constant amplitude field exists

across the exit aperture (defined as uniform amplitude excita-

tion or illumination), as generated by a TEM wave. For the

same excitation E field at the center of the aperture, the

actual tapered illumination produces a small-r radiated bore-

sight field than the uniform illumination. The radiated bore-

sight field depends directly upon the product of the aperture

area and the tiaie derivative of the exciting waveform as shown

below. By dividing the area of the circular exit aperture into

a number of equal subareas, it is then simple to show, using

numerical integration, that the boresight field due to the hypo-

thetical uniform excitation is larger than that due to the actual

tapered excitation by a factor of approximately 1.12 for the 48

inch reflector disciussed above. This result is used later.

tn a paraboloid/primary feed system, all path lengths

from thf, focu• 2 to the oxit aperture ar'e equal, i.e.,

Oe * (-- 2)

it aa'A;sumed that ::ut'h t point j-; 0 cxis t-i, corruv-pondirfg to

equ il ,"-tar'dation t i*_e:. in:i the tim e- do"t'n n ue to a "p Ii t "

,.U-CC , or the oha:-e cntr i-n the treqiue cy 'uomzzin. HLInce a 1,

*'o~ntx rn te x u a~ r ar 1, exco C *' t

po th, primary ttourcl at O. TVereforo, in tn.h t Ie. dotn-it, th,

f i,-d: in th.. it aperture follow, in tire, th' :;,ourc" ,:xcztion

w ,i ori, c q;eco-dt;. ;;,vinc t.- ,,hiv or,.
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of the aperture excitation is the same that produced by a planar

TEM wave. The paraboloid transforms the spherical wave from the

feed into this planar wave over the exit aperture.

The spatial and temporal characteristics of the excita-

tion fields over the exit aperture have now been shown to be

closely correspondent to those produced by a planar TEM wave.

It now remains to discuss the polarization characteristics of

the aperture fields, and the correspondence to a linearly polar-

ized planar TEM wave. For a linearly polarized primary feed, or

equivalently, the 3 -polarized source field of Maddocks (1974,

chap. 4), the resultant aperture field has both principal and

cross-polarized polarization components as shown in Silver

(1949, Fig. 12.2). The principal component (shown vertical or

in the E-plane direction in Silver), which is parallel to the

principal E-plane of the feed, is all in the same direction over

the aperture, and significantly large• in magnitude than the

cro;s-polarized component (shown horizontal c- in the H-plane

direction in Silver), especially over the central sections of

tho aperture. In iddition, the cross-polarlired components a're

not in the same direction at various point', nn the aport ure,

)eing anti-,vmmetrical with onezpect to the principal .planes or,

th•' bore-;i ght dirzection. An a re: ;ult, in the priccipal plon(_4

(and thjerefox"e alno in the bore.;ight .irectton), it .is pointed

out by Silver (.194.:422) that the field iu linaarly Z oari'ed

in the direction do termI nii d Psgnta - y the n-'incIpa_ 1 ola' -

ion component of the aperture fiuld. •'Žn•e r tract =b



purposes, in calculating the radiated boresight field, it is a

good assumption to use an aperture field that is linearly polar-

ized, exactly the same as that produced by a linearly polarized

planar, TEM wave.

In summary, it has been shown that the exit-aperture

excitation produced by a primary feed which is isotropic in all

directions, or at least isotropic over the solid angle subtended

by the reflector, may be approximated by a planar TEM wave with

regard to amplitude, temporal and polarization characteristicý-.

The actual excitation amplitude is tapered, which results in a

boresight field less than that produced by uniform illumination

by a factor of approximately 1.12 for the BD and M 48 inch re-

flector. The temporal characteristics of the excitation are

exactly the same as fov a planar TEM wave. The polarization

chardcteristics of the excitation, as far as the radiation in

the principal planes and in the boresight direction i; concerned,

is eý:-fentiallv linear and the•eeore the :ame as that for a

-ýianar, lint:arvl pov.ri:zed TEM wav,. The aIpIIoxim)tc TIM wxv,

natu:r of tI. ixit v .A r 'ture field is utd 1 7 tnhv fol1owing.

to obtai n a 'mpie v•luati¢'• for t- :'ure.: irh: r',diat ion.

ri the a~ oin ii a n r- Q C t'e'i 1

~id ~~e~"~rrui~of- a nd %In~te-:~3..t' k;:~t



3.4 PRINCIPAL-PLANE RADIATION FROM A RECTANGULAR APERTURE WITH

TEM-WAVE EXCITATION

Chernousov (1965, Eq. (16)) derives an eqt..ation for

the transient radiation from a planar rectangular aperture of

dimensions a x b, in the XY plane, radiating in the Z direction.

The aperture is excited so that the field at any point in the

aperture at any given time has the same value. The aperture

field Ei is polarized in the Y direction, and Hi is in the -X

direction.

For the case where E;,Hi form the front of an advanc-

ing, free-space TEM wave (a Huygens-type source), Chernousov

derives the following equation for the radiation pattern in a

principal plane such as the XY plane:

" " F(43A)1-. . ] o

A ar'La a

Q a I. 1-in 8 W t o the axhe

t e,!taded t rn ce

Z3)

~~~ti Qthcý'_*7 ca

y lb 4 .7



From Eq. (43B) is it seen that is the travel-time

difference between the path lengths from the aperture edges

x = ±a/2 and the origin 0 . Thus the radiation in the XZ plane

is the difference between two waves which appear to originate

at the aperture ends x =+a/2. Each wave has the same time

waveform as the exciting TEM wave, but has different delay times

dependent upon the angle 8 . For a one-dimensional antenna

(linear aperture), an equation similar to Eq. (43) has been

derived by Cheng (1964).

For sinusoidal time excitation ejwt, the general time-

domain result Eq. (43) reduces to the previously-derived Eq.

(17B) as will now be shown. Since Eq. (43) is based upon a

r.-fl,-ctior'less TEM wave excitation, then kv = 0. Equation (17B)

i-,; based upon an aperture dimension 2a, so a must be replaced by

2a in E:q. (43). UsOe

E.0 (Ttra

-.1 and-A

a o n 3 A i o n
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which reduces to

Equation (44C) is identical to Eq. (17B) with kv 0. The minus

sign in Eq. (17B), which does not appear in Eq. (44C) is due to

an E tolarization for •Eq. (17B) and Elyi for E£. (43A). Thi•

confiru's that the radiation produced by ejwt excitation is a

s.pec:al case of the general 2,ernousov time-domain Eq, (33).

3.5 0 PýOESIGHT RADIATION HO M; ANY PLA NAR AP'ERTURE WITh TEM.-WAVE

i XCI TATION0

I

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 a*~~,~'~Z~t~

41t*I4 4 4.. '0 .. s.1J m a .U d

t q [d

V tiv, t



Equation (45) is valid for any plarar al'ea A, independ-

ent of its shape or contour, excited by a uniform, planar,

linearly-polarized, reflectionless TEM wave. This point is

made by Martin (1973:94).

For a circular aperture of diameter D, such as the

exit aperture of a paraboloid of revolution, Eq. (45) becomes

De H•(46)

Equation (46) is given by Martins (1973:109). Alternatively,

Eq. (46) follows from the equation for the radiation field of a

circular aperture, with eiwt excitation, which is (Silver 1949:

194)

, .. (4,7A)

.3 r' t- sr . ý 1
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combination (or system) to that of the feed alone, at the same

range. This rat.o is calculated below for the system consistin,

of the BD ard M 48" paraboloid and the 8" TEM horn (Martins 1973,

Figs. 32b,33b). The intent is to obtrin this ratio using simple

approximations, and to check it against the more exact :omputer-

calculated rsults of Maddocks (1974).

By an isotropic fiee in this instance is meant a feed

with zero angular variation in gain at leas+ over the solid

angle subtended by the reflector. As a rough first approximation,

it will be assumed that the 8" TEM horn can be modeled as such

a feed. The tapered illumination actually produced in the para-

boloid's exit ape-ture by the horn is treated in detail by

Maddocks (1974, Section 5.4).

The peak amplitude boresight field Eh produced -y the

horn is given by Eq. (28Bý:

(48A)

The excitation time wavefcrmr will be the BD and M "standard

impulse" shape (Martins 1973:139,140), for which

-.&t2 .('48B)

ihere Vi 384 volts and = 2.4 x 1019 sec 2 It then follows

that (Martins 1973:140)
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*

"\k 0 V' 2 UL Vokt'rL5 30 (L48C)

when the horn is the primary feed, the field at the center of

the paraboloid apertilre Eap is given by Eq. (48A), with r re-

placed by focdl length f:

The field elsewhere in the aperture then varies as IJPas

described in Section 3.3, under the approximation of an iso-

tropic feed. The paraboloid boresight field Ep is then given

by Et. (4L ), modified by the 1.12 factor derived in Section 3.3

t~ence

- ____ _ g (~49B)
8e V" JA. SVC 4c- - C_ z

Note the second time-derivative nature of this field. The first

different4-ation occurs at the aperture of the horn, and the

second at the aperture of the reflector.

The ro.tio of paraboloid to hcrn boresight fields is,

from Eqs. (48A,49B),
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__p L (501

I -I
Substituting numerical values, f 20.16", D = 48", and V. ,Vi as given by

Eqs. (48C,48D), then

(SOB)

The above value is now compared with that obtained frmn the computer-calcu-

lated curves in Maddocks (1974). Reading from his curves in Figs. 2.7 and

5.5, respectively, rEh = 4.1 x 10-2 volts amd r p = 4.8 x 10-1 volts,

so t. at

-'. e (50C)

Compte'r

Fquations (50B) and (50C) agree to within 5 percent.

Thus, the relatively simple, closed-form expression Eq. (50A)

yields a very good ai.pi.oximatiou to the computer-calculated value. This is

made possible by the approximation of the horn feed as an isotropic source.

This is not the case for the actual horn, as discussed in section 3.6.2 below.

A cross-check is afforded by comparing E. and Ep calculated

separately from apprnximate equations (48A,49B) with the values calculated

by digital computer from the complete equation (Maddocks 1974, Figs. 2.7,

5.5). The curves in these figures are for unit amplitude pulse and unity

horn illumination function. For the BDM pulse (Vi=384) and 8" horn (f(&a,)

= 5.62), multiply the curve values by 384 x 5.62 = 2158.1. Substituting

/ 12numerical values a = 4" = 0.1016 m., V. 1.62 x 10 , D = 48" 1.219 m.,
1
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22f 20.16" 0.512 m., and V. = 1.84 x 10 into Eqs. (48A,49B) results in

rE = 87.3 volts, and rE 1072.6 volts. These compare very well with thL
h p

values read from Figs. 2.7 and 5.5 in Maddocks (1974): r 1 = 4.1 x 10-2

x 2158.1 = 88.5 and rE = 0.48 x 2158.1 = 1035.9, respectively. The ratio
p

Ep/h = 1072.6/87.3 = 12.3, as before (Eq. 50B).

3.6.2 ACTJAL 8-INCH TEM HORN FEED

For the actual 8" TEM horn feed, no "simple" approximate model

of its fields over the paraboloid's exit aperture has been found. Maddocks

(1974, Section 5.2) has solved the problem of modeling the horn's field by

expressing this field in terms of an empirical equation, containing five

constants adj4 usted to fit the horn's radiation patterns. The resultant

boresight radiation waveform of the paraboloid/feed system, which requires

computer calculation of many integral expressions, is shown in Maddocks

(1974, Fig. 5.7). The wave is clearly the negative of the second time-

derivative of the exciting waveform. The negative sign occurs due to the

reversal of the E field upon reflection from the surface of the paraboloid.

Note that the peak value of rE a in Fig. 5.7 of Maddocks (1974)

using the actual horn feed is approximately 2.75 x 10-1 volts as compared

to '4.8 x 10-1 volts in Fig. 5.5, using the simplified isotropic model of

the horn. This decrease is most reasonable, as the illumination due to the

actual horn is more heavily tapered. In addition to the boresight radiation

waveform using the actual horn, Maddocks (1974, Figs. 5.8,5.9) presents

curves for rE. at 0' and rEt at = 9 0°, with 0 as a parameter.
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3.7 COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERPMENT

Canpav.ipcoi bc?-teen theory and experimeait for the 48" p3•aboloidaj.

reflector with the 8P TIM horn feed is given by Maddocks (1974, Fk1, 5.7).

He compares the theoretically computed curve of rE& vs. tLi.e for the bore.

sight direction, with the experimental curve given i Mtrtins (1973:235),

over a time sl'ot which spans the principal, second-derivztive, part of the

waveform. Thz curves are presentedA normalized to the Came peak value;

absolute values are not used for the expevimental curves for the reaoons

discuissed in Section 2.6.2. The iirýiized curves are in reasonably gcod

agreement. Compaisons far, directions ether than boresight are not possible

due to a lack of vxillNe expevijrent: data. Fxperianntal data for the

paraboloid system in directions other than borresight woui2 be highlv useful.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMM0 ATIONS

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

4,1.1 APERrURE-FIELD AND C -SHEET APPROACHES TO THE TIN HORN

Two principal approaches to tire-domain radiation fron the TU4

horn have been developed, both based upon a transmission-line, traveling

'Thl-mxde wave mode- of the horn with TDR-measured reflection coefficients

atc the front aperture. These are the Chernousov aperture-field formulation

using assured fields in the front and side apertures, and the classical

'vector potential fornnLlation using a current sheet distribution on the

wedge conductors consistent with the TEM traveiing-wave model. A detailed

anaivsis and equations for the T1JM horn rauiation at all angles, using the

above two approaches, are g,'den by Maddocks (1q7l", Ek-l!. B-89,B--0r0,3-26,3-27).

it is concluced that these two appraches, apnlied to the •,i%-mode trans-

mission-line model of the T'IV h.)rn, are self-cons stent, si•-.ce they procuce

identical approxirm-te closed-forr. equations for the radiation ir the bore-

sight (and also the backfire., directLons, dewloped •or ,mah•aperture hormA

by Maddocks (1974, Ens. 2-2C,0-2.3 ý6,,j-38). Dittiil cc:,out•r calculations

and Fraphs c: the theoreti cal results ½)sed u'xin th• Cheriousov fornmulation

compare sufficiently wll, on -a ilative basis, itqi. expermentai data for

3 Sperry Pand horns (Maddocks 1974, Figs. 2a.:' , the 8" BD!) horn

(Maddocks 1974, Figs. 2.7,7.8,2.9) 1'j justify the lentaiivc con-.u~sion that

the TEYM horn model and the theory ot Is radiation m - .fficieXtv r-,,Ivorous

for first-order engineering appli cations. %rmri~n on an a•.•r=-iute L;tsis

is essential to finCJ ize this conciusion, but th4s was found n.ot to be
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possible as the Sperry-Rand data is on a relative basis, and it was evident

(Secticn 2.6.2) that there were unresolved questions conceniinp the absolute

levels of the BDM data.

4.1.2 V-DIPOLE MODEL OF SMALL-APERITJPE HORN

Tt is concluded that the small-aperture TEM horn can also be

rrodeled as a V-dipole. It is shown (Section 2.5.4), using the small-horn

approximations, that the equation for the boresight radiated field of the

V-dipole is identical to the closed-form expressions obtained by Maddocks

(1974) described in the paragraph above.

4.1.3 ASSUMPTIONS UNDFLYINC, TEM HORN MODEL

The use of the field eguivalence theorem and the assumptions

underlVinp the TFM-mode model of the TEM horn are discussed in Section 2.2.

It is concluded that it might be theoretically possible, although probablv

most difficult, to obtain an improved understanding of the time-domain model

of the TEM horn by appropriate use of an available exact time-harmonic

szolution for thu radiation fron the open end of an infinitely-wide, semi-

infinitely-long parallel nlate -uide, with an incident dominant TEM mode,

based upon the Wiener-Hopf technique. This would lead to a better under-

standing of the aperture fields and the aperture reflection coefficient,

whose value is Presently determinable only through TDR-measuurennt.

Unless ot11erw-se indicated, such references refer to Vol. 1 of this
report.
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4. 1. 4 TEM HORN RADIATION FORMULA BY BDM

In their report BDM acknowledge that they did not include the

radiation from the two side apertures; only the radiation from the front

aperture is calculated. However, an analysis (Sections 2.3.5,2.4) of the

derivation of the TE horn radiation by BFW1 leads to the conclusion that

their front aperture radiation equation itself is not correct. As a result

of these two factors, their theoretical magnitudes and angular variations

are incorrect. For example, their calculated boresight field for the 8" TEM

horn is too large by a factor of approximately 3.4.

4.1.5 PARABOLOID ANTIThA RADIATION

The time-e,3main radiation from a paraboloid is calculated from

the fields in the exit aperture using the Chernousov formulation. The exit

aperture fields are obtained by appropriate transformations from an assumed

spherical-wave, point-type source feed located at the focus of the paraboloid.

'The angular variation of the radiation field of the feed, over the aspect

angle subtended by the paraboloid, is expressed initially in general non-

isotropic form (Maddocks 1974, Eqs. 4-1 and 4.2). The resultant equations

for the time-damain radiation fields of a paraboloid are derived by Maddocks

(1974, Eqs. C-92 and C-93).

For the .Lnstructive case (because an ajsnost-uniform TMIi-wave

excitation is produced over the paraboloid exit aperture as shown in Section

3.3) where the angular pattern of the feed is isotropic (gain 1 1) or at

least constant over the solid angle subtended by the paraboloid, equations

are derived for the radiated boresight fields (Maddocks 1974, Eqs. 4-42 anci

4-43). The time history waveform of the boresight field is computed and
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plotted by Maddocks (1974, Fig,. 5.5) for the BDM 48" paraboloid and a

gaussian exciting time waveform at the apex of the horn. It is concluded

that these digital-computer results appear to be correct insofar as the

radiated waveform is concerned, as the waveform is the negative second

derivative of tne exciting waveform, as expected from approxibnate, closed-

form equations (Martins 1973, Eq. 83, or Section 3.6.1, Eq. 49B). The

first differentiation is at the exit aper'ture of the horn, the second is

at the exit aperture of the paraboloid, and the negative sign arises at the

reflection fram the paraboloid surface. Maddocks (1974, Fig. 5.6) also

computes and plots the radiated field waveform in several directions away

from boresight, along with the boresight field for comparison. Ex-amination

of these numerically-computed waveforms leads to the conclusion that as the

angle away from boresight increases, the waveforrs change from the negative

second time derivative to delayed replicas of the fields exciting the exit

aperture. It is concluded that this computed result is also correct, as it

is predicted by Chernousov's equation for TEM-wave excitation of an aperture

(Section 3.4, Eq. 43A).

Consider now the actual case of the BDM 48" paraboloid with the

8" '1UN horn. The fields produced by the horn over the paraboloid exit

aperture were numerically computed starting with the horn radiation equations

(Maddocks, 1974, Fqs. B-89,B-90). The resulting field waveforms, for unit

gaussian excitation at the horn apex, in the azimuth and pclar planes of the

horn, are shown in Figs. 5.1-5.4 incl. in Maddocks (1974). Next, an approxi-

mate closed-form equation which represents the horn fields over the exit

aperture was determined (Maddocks 1974, Eq. 5-4). This equation has five
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available parameters determinable from curves such as Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.

Using this characterizing equation for the fields over the exit aperture,

the paraboloid radiation tine waveforms can then be computed (Maddocks 1974,

Eqs. C-92 and C-93). The results are plotted in Figs. 5.7-5.9 incl. in

Maddocks (1974). Figure 5.7 in Maddocks (1974) shows both the theoretically

computed and the experimentally observed (Martins 1973:235) boresig•ht curves,

normalized to the same peak amplitude. It is concluded that the agrement

is reasonably good. Comparison on an absolute basis is not feasible, for

the reasons given in Section 4.1.1 above. It is seen that the canputed peak

paraboloid bortesight field using the 8" TIM horn (Maddocks 1974, Fig. 5.7)

is smaller in magnitude than that computed using an isotropic point feed

(Maddocks 1974, Fig. 5.5). It is concluded that this is quite reasonable,

as the illumination produced by the actual horn over the paraboloid aperture

is more heavily tapered than that produced by an isotropic feed.

4.1.6 RADIATION FROM TRANSIFMrS ON LINEAR DIP0OLE ANTMNNA

Based upon the theory and avreement with experiment reported in

Appendix A, it 5 s concluded that the radiation of transients fram a linear

dipole can now be calculated from the time-domain equations in all angular

directions, including the end-fire direction. It is also shown in Appendix A

that the time domain equation results agree with a frequencv-domain approach

bv Martins (1973) for a number of special cases in angular direction and

exciting waveform. In Appendix B an additional discussion is given Cn the

state of the artl concerning the time-domain, traveling-wave, transmissinn-

line model, and its terminal reflection coefficients, for che circuit

response and transient radiation of a dipole antenna. It is concluded that

furzther study would be valuable in this area.
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4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) An obvious r-ecmenmdation is that it would be of great benefit

to study the means whereby the coniderable body of experimental data in

Martins (1973) could be put on a self-consistent basis with the theory.

(b) More experimental data on the transient radiation of paraboloids

in directions other than boresight is recor•ended, especially in directions

for which theoretical results have been established.

(c) More theoretical work on a model for the TM4 horn, possibly along

the approach outlined in Sections 2.2 and 4.1.3 above, is reccmrended.

(d) Study of the transmissicn-line model of the dipole antenna in the

time domain, to establish its applicability and limitations, as discussed

in saTe detail in Appendix B, is strongly recour.Lended.
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APPENDIX A

RADIATION FROM TRANSIENTS ON LINEAR DIPOLE ANTENNAS

1. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of reasons for Appendix A, as

follows:

(a) To present a more complete time-domain equation for the

radiation due to transient pulse excitation of a symmetrical

;enter-fed linear dipole antenna (or a monopole over a ground

plane) than given previously (Handelsman, 1972). in particular,

a previously discussed (handclswan, 1972:70) apparently anoma-

lous bebaviour of the fields in the end-fire directions is shown

to no longer exist.

(b) To show that the predicted results of the above equation

agree quite well with published theoretical data, including

angles close to the end-fire direction.

(c) Special cases of intexest such as broadside and end-fire

radiation, and rosponse due to impulse, step-function and ramp

time waveforms are treated and compared with a frequency-domain

approach (Martins 1973).

(d) The radiation of a small T--M horn can k•e zalculated approxi-

matel) by treating it as a V-dipole, as -hown in this report.

Hence the equation fore the radiation from a dipole is required.

2. DER:VATIONh OF' RADIATION EQUATION

For' a current wave l(t-Z/c) traveling in the ÷Z direc-

tion on a 1Vnear antenna, the radiation fields are given by
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- i.C -4-)(A-1)

where:

C. A5

"-- z velocity along wires

See Fig. 8 . Equation (A-i) is based upon an infinite.y thin,

perfectly conducting wire, extending to infinity, or before the

lvading edge of the cu.rrent waveform has reachpd an antenna end

at Z=h, or other discontinuity. This result was stated by

Manneback (1923). Schelkunoff (1952:102; also 1972) showed that

this eqjatiov satisfied Maxwell's equations exactly. Ross

(1966:142) derived the ?quation using the magnetic vect..r poten-

tial A. Handelsman (1972:471 using an approach based upon radia-

tion from accelerating charges, derived the following equation:

Y* Mjjj iT (A- 3)

For physically-real nton-infinite slopes for I, the second term

in Eq. (A-3) which is the current at the leading edge of 1. at

Z=L, is zerc, as lang as I has not reached the antenna ends

Z=+±h. Thus Eq. (A-3) reduced to Eq. (A-1) forI14IL . iowever,

when the trave'Ling current wave roaches Z=±h, it is necessary to

account for terminal conditions by retaining the setond term and

introducing z, reflection coefficient, as explained belnw.

If there is no reflected wave at the end, due to a

perfectly absorbing termination, this is equivalent to starting
-85-
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a current -I at Zzh, flowing in the same +Z direction, producing

cancellation of current along the wire imagined to be extended

beyond Z=h. This terminal condition is treated in this manner

in Manneback (1923:294) and Schelkunoff (1952:104). Equation

(A-3) becomes, for this case,

= - -F -(A-4Li)

To account for reflection at the end, it is necessary to add an

additional current wave of amplitude keI traveling back from the

end in the -Z direction (Manneback 1923:294) where ke is a

current reflection coefficient, which to date has been obtained

only through measurements (Ross 1966:31; Martins 1973). Intro-

ducing a reflection coefficient ko at Z=O, the radiation equation

becomes the following:

+ * *. -ei. uri re( i~re -~ - ( A-5s)ks" e =.-CW ,',T-

t 6- Cto 0)~

-87 -
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where:

ke = current reflection coefficient at ends Z=±h

Iko = current reflection coefficient at input Z=o, viewed

from the antenna

T=t-r/c = retarded time at P

tN C

=Z waves traveling in ±Z directions

u.w. = upper wire

l.w. = lower wire

The various terms in Eq. (A-5) are identified as

follows:

i--t term = radiation from initial +Z traveling wave, u.w.

2-d term = radiation from lSt reflected -Z traveling wave, u.w.

31-- term = radiation from 2-d reflected +Z traveling wave, u.w.

etc. term = radiation from subsequent ±Z traveling wave, u.w.

51L term = radiation from initial -Z traveling wave, l.w.

6"- term = radiation from 1LL reflected tZ traveling wave, l.w.

etc. term = radiation from subsequent !Z traveling wave, l.w.

All the lower wive equations are obtainable from the upper

wire equations by replacing cos$ by -cosO and tr by tp.

The derivation of Eq. (A-5) asaumes negligible atten-

uation of the traveling waves during each passage along the

wirea due to radiation and conductor lo-ses. In effect tho

reflection coefficients ke and ko not only account for the

actual terminal reflections but also serve to substitute for

- 88 -



the actual continuous attenuation a series of discrete attenuation factors,
fe

introduced at the reflection points Z=+h and Z=O.

The tirre-danin approach used to derive rq. (A-5) may also be

applied to non-symnetrical linear antennas (e.g., Stekert (1973), but this

is not pursued further in this report.

3. SIMPLE ILLUSTRATIVE EAMPLE - A DIPOLE WITH MATCHED ENDS

As a simple example, consider a dipole with matched ends, as

shown in Fig. 9. Equation (A-5, for ke=o becomes

L AA

bet the exciting waveform be a rectangular pulse of duration T ki c

seconds, given by

A t a a(A-8)

where IL(J:) is the unit step function. For sinmlicitv, consider the

radiation at b-'3O (broadside direction). Then tt.zh/c and q. (A-S)

becomes

N K V~ -~i ~T - (A-9)

Equation (A-9) is shdom in 'ig. 10. The radiation wavefom is a pair of

pulses, each the replica of the excitin wavefom.

• 6Additional discussio on reflection coefficients is given in

Appendix B.
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"4. RADIATION IN END-FIRE DIRECTIONS • =0°, 1800

4.1 THEORY

For simplicity, with no significant loss in exposi-

tion of the fundamental results concerning radiation in the end-

fire directions, assume that the dipole antenna is matched at

its input (k 0 =O). Then Eq. (A-6) becomes

o 4v -- .•vl -

I. [rLT-)IcT- )J

In thre end-fi,'e di~'ect ion e=0, a• 8 appzroache• :ero

and cos8 ap~proaches unity, t•; becomes d~fCorer&?ia11y s~a11, and

iw can w'S. ite

4r% it 1+os

"+ eA3 91 ....
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Eq. (A-10) becomes (A-13)

The two bracketed termsL lin Eq. (A-13) are each the differ-

ence between the waveform and a delayed replica of the waveform,

where the delay AT approaches zero as 8 approaches zero. It

is now obvious that Eq. (A-13) can be written in the derivative

form

(A- 14)

then as AT approaches zero,

where

I ~ A itt) derivative of

"-- excitation waveform

...AT

C C

ThuG as 0 variea •:rom the br'oadide (8 °) to the

replicas.of the excitation to the ti;e-derlvtive of the oucitý-

tion. rurther, ,v-th tht complete radiation equation as give

by !;j. (A-$), the're is no eand-fire infituity catast.-ophe" A,6-

0-9 (o.- 1800, as shown below). lusto.ad, as -hown by q. (A-lb),

, 92.,



the field approaches the product of tan (812), which approaches

zero, and the time derivatives I , which in the actual physical

case cannot be infinite. Hence the end-fire radiation approaches

zero, a3 expected. Thus the infinity paradox discussed in

Handelsman (1972:70) has been resolved. The apparent paradox

origJnally a-ose because of an incomplete mathematical descrip-

tion of the role played by the time-derivatives of the traveling

waveform in determining the end-fire radiation.

For the other end-fire direction e-4tSo , then cosO

approaches -i, tp becomes differentially small, and we can write

Using

a-olr 3%vie

Eq. (A-1O0 becomes identical to Eq. (A-14), with AT replaced

b y • .Using

_. - 9h -to

the final rsualt is

Thnis, as 0--otse, E0 also aptproaches zero.

93-
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4.2 COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED RESULTS

In Handelsman (1972:63-69) the time-domain equations

were compared with published theoretical results for a center-

driven cylindrical antenna. This was driven by a source excita-

tion pulse with approximately a trapezoidal shape, of base width

of about 0.55 h/c, a flat top of about 0.26 h/c and a width of

about 0.38 h/c at the 50 percent of peak amplitude point

(Palciauskas 1970) shown in Fig. 11. The radiation waveforms

in Palciauskas (1970) are calculated using an inverse Fourier

transform of the response to sinusoidal excitation • For

the non-end-fire directions go 9o, 700, 600, and 450 the agree-

ment between the radiation waveforms as predicted by the rela-

tively simple time-domain equations and the more exact inverse

Fourier transform method has been shown (1Iandelsman 1972:66-67)

to be fairly good as measured by the number of pulsen, their

anplitudes, widths and positions. For this purpose the trape-

zoiall pulse shape was approximated by a simple rectangular

pulse of width 0.4 h/c. The amplitule waz normalize4 to 1.5512

so that at 0 = 90 h:la ui eaW'5 zf !ý*th -o of curv~z have

ampitude of first pulso, (ý9Th:Fig 2).

ror staller I , it"Is neceay to ute the actual

puls@ shape, az the time-derivativ# of 1ý..) nov dotermlneg the

end-fire radiation wavefor.. This derivatve it obtained from

Fig. U at s l'z

S4.
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For G=2 I--o32& -4 compared to a rise t 1 mý

,O0.145 h/c, so the use of derivatives is justified only to

rough first approximation. Within the spirit of this appr-)- 3a-

tion, from Eqs. (A-5, A-15), the leading terms for the r-:iatio.i

(200), in "*TtT units, are as follows:

J -Va "* -

"U r tLee)

IT
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as co d to the published value of 1.7. From Eq. (A-22), using

.- (Handelsman 1972:64), the subsequent major peak ampli-

tudes are -2.01, -1.69 and 1.69, as compared to published values

of -1.8, -2.0 and 2.0 (as well as can be read off curves). Thus

it may be concluded that the time-domain equations (A-5) give a

reasonably accurate description of the radiation at all angles,

including the end-fire directions.

5. SUMMATION FORMULA FOR EQUATION (A-6)

Equation (A-6) may be written in compact summation

form as follows:

- 6. ADDITIONAL CASES OF INTEREST

6.1 INTRODUCTION

-~ [l4~e ~L-n. c u7 e WaT dicussio)

It is considered worthwhile to include a discussion of

a number of special cases because of their intrinsic interest,

and also to show agreement with results obtained by Martins

(1973) using a frequency-domain approach.
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To convert from current reflection coefficients R

and ke as used in this report to voli;age reflection coefficients

R, and R as used in Martins (1973-19,20), the following equations

are given:

- (A-25)

k%- e(A-26)

where:

Zline input transmission line characteristic

impedance = surge impedance

zo =dipole characteristic (surge) impedance

Zend = dipole effective terminal impedance at

ends Z=±h.

6.2 SPECIAL CASE, IMPULSE EXCITATION, 1R%%= R

Here the following conditions are assumed;

1(t) - (t) = impulse current excitation

ko -, =tW (A-27)

kle = "R2 = -

The assumption R2 =1 implies complete reflection at the ends of

the dipole, while Q% -iWi implios that Zo P Zline, which is

true for 50 ohm line.
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iEquation (A-24) becomes

%w0
ft-e¶'- SA CT- tt - t') (0-28)

C

-t,'" •,S. (T- P-)•

The first ten terms of Eq. (A-28), in time-sequence are as

.follows:

that followin aarlys it, rig. 2 in

the following appa~'entiy ty,@ogx'aphicd1 errors in rig. 2 in



Martins: R1 should = -- the iOth pulse should ,m .11 !'l'/h

6 and of magnitude I% 0sV-' .

6.3 SPECIAL CASE, IMPULSE EXCITATION, RI=0, R2 =l

Here the following conditions are assumed:

I(t) = (t) impulse current excitation

ko = -R1 0

ke = -R2 =-

The assumption R1 =0 implies a matched input (a match between the

transmission line and the dipole input terminals), while R2 =1

implies comelete reflection at the ends of the dipole.

Eq. (A-24) reduces to

4%1 (A-30)

Equation (A-30) ib plotted in Fig. 13, which is identical to

Martins (1973:p. 26, Fig. 3).

6.4 GENERAL EXCITATION, BROADSIDE DIRECTION ( O =900), R1 =0

(MATCHED IN20T), R7I

6,.,.1 INTRODUCTION

It great.ly simplifies discussion of the results with-

out too much loss in generality to assume

k -R, = (matched input)
(A-31)

ke -R2 -1 (complet•, end reflections)

v" -99 -
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FIG. 12 Radiation of impulse excitation, R1z--2=i-1 IL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _. __

o 2 "a Td

2 T

FIG. 13 Radiation of impulse excitation, Rl=O, R2=l.
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6.4.2 GENERAL RESULT

In the direction broadside to the dipole, = -900, ai.d

using Eq. (A-31), Eq. (A-24) reduces to

Thus at broadside, the time-waveform pattern consists of a

delayed replica of the waveform originating at origin 0, followed

by an inverted (negative) replica of double amplitude due to

reflection at the two ends (assumed complete), and finally a

third replica as the traveling wave returns to 0, at time 2h/c

later. Because RI=O there are no further reflected traveling

waves from 0. If R, 0, then additional delayed replicas of the

exciting waveform I(t), with diminishing amplitude, are radiated.

6.4.3 SHORT DIPOLE

When h/c 44 waveform characteristic risetime, then

Eq. (A-32) can be written as follows:

2 1L rTT -t 1.Me 21 r I(A -33)

where:

C-

-101-
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For h/c sufficiently small, Eq. (A-33) may be replaced, approxi-

mately, by

where I" is the second time derivative of the excitation waveform.

6.5 RAMP EXCITATION, R1 =O (MATCHED INPUT), R2 =1

The following conditions are assumed:

I(t) = mtu(t) = ramp excitation (A-35)

ko =-R1 = 0 (matched input)

ke = -R2 = -1 (complete end reflection)

The ramp function given by Eq. (A-35) is shown in Fig. 14. The

function u(t) is the standard step function defined as zero for

t( 0 and as unity for t ý 0. The slope of the ramp is equal to m.

From the general Eq. (A-24) or from Eq. (A-30), replacing J(t)

by I(t) as given by Eq. (A-35),

~ -~-~--- M~ (T-t u(-, cvyor

A c- (T- 2] (A-36)

The fou.r component waveforms (D , j ande)of Eq. (A-36) are

shown in Fig. 15 , together with their sum L

"-102
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FIG. 14& Ramp excitation waveform.
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The resultant radiated waveform is a trapezoid, which for the

special case of thebroadside direction (8 =900) becomes a

triangle. The trapezoid peak amplitude is given by

"rt cI 5C- s-.

Fig. 15 and Eq. (A-37) are identical to Fig. 4 and Eq. (13),

respectively, in Martins (1973). In Eq. (13) in Martins:(1973),.

io(A/v) Io(h/c) mh/c.

6.6 PULSE EXCITATION, RI=O (MATCHED INPUT), R2 =1

The excitation waveform is given by Eq. (A-), an-d is:

shown in F.g. 16 • It is a rectangular pulse of amplitude A and

duration T( . There are two cases of special interest:

(a) duration "ze. Ufc"

(b) duration

These two cases are discussed below.

6.6.1 PULSE DURATION 14Z ANTENNA TRIP.TIHE h/c

This is the case of a long dipole. in the broadside:

direction, 8 =900, and using Eq. (A-32), there is obtained

- 104 -



0 ~ LT) - LL T-u)L 2QLT

Equation (A-38) is shown plotted in Fig. 17 , which agrees with

Stekert (1973:Fig. 2c).

6.6.2 PULSE DURATION It,7 ANTENNA TRIP TIME h/c

This is the case of a short dipole. In the broadside

direction, 0 =900, Eq. (A-38) still holds, of course, but now

h/c LL . The resultant radiation is plotted in Fig. 18 along

with the component waveforms. Fig. 18 agrees with Stekert (1973:

Fig. 2b). The double differentiation, characteristic of short

dipole radiation is evident (see Section 6.4.3 above). The
first differentiation of the pulse produces a pair of impulses

separated in time by T , The second differentiation produces a

pair of doublets, also separated in time by 1r, as shown (approxi-

mately) by the waveform in Fig. 18

7. BROADSIDE RADIATION FIELD IN TERMS OF INCIDENT IMPULSE

VOLTAGE

A useful equation for E I 1n the broadside direction,

non-matched input, fox- o 4th/c, appears in Martins (1973.

p. 108, Eq. (94)). This is the radiation produced by the travel-

ing waveform on the dipole before it has reached the ends Z=th

"- 105 -
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FIG. 16 Rectangular pulse excitation waveform.

jc A

:1 ~~-- e- -r--- 1
46 C.

,IG. 2 17 Radiation for U k , broad-d dirdcti0o, ,
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(long dipole).. This equation is

Li Eq. (A-39), Zc = input cable characteristic impedance

(50 ohms), Za = antenna input terminal impedance, and Vi

amp.itudo of the incident voltage produced by an impulse gener.-

ator, matched to the cable line, which travels toward the input

terminals of the antenna.

As shown below, this equation can be derived in a

relatively simple fashion from the time-domain results presented

in this appendix.

The transml ai'n line circuit is shown in Fig. 19

The impedances are assumed to be real, as detert'--z in tests,

according to Harzins (1973:108). The voltage at the antenna is

given by

where:

I - voltage reflect;.,11 coef ficien A-

Vi inede,•t voltage wave amplitude

The anteota curro•t is

From tq. (A-6), forG 90", and using the two terms inv•-lving
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I(T) only (pnior to the first reflections from the ends), there

is obtained

which it; the same as Eq. (A-39).
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FIG. Radiation for * broadside direction, RI=O, R2 =1I

FIG. 19 Tra ~ission line. civuit.
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I APPENDIX B

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION ON TERMINAL REFLECTION

COEFFICIENTS FOR LIN-EAR DIPOLE ANTENNA

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

"The use of terminal cunrent reflection coefficients k (at the

input) and k (at the dipole ends or tips) is introduced in Appendix A,e

Section 2. The purpose of this Ap-oendix B is to review briefly some of the

known characteristics of these reflection coefficients, theoretically and

experimentally, and to point out some areas where further work is reconmended.

It will be seen that a considerable amount is known about k° but compara-

tively little about ke.

1.2 GENERAL "PiYSICAL" DISCUSSION

Consider a short pulse, of duration T less than antenna travel

time h/c, incident at the input of a linear dipole antenna from a transmission

line. The antenna conductor resistance is assumed to be negligible. There

results, in the time domain, a reflected pulse back into the line, amd a

transmitted pulse which travels along the antenna at essentially the speed

of light. Thus far this is similar to a simple transmission line problem

involving the junction of two lines. However, in the antenna case, during

the period "T of pulse incidence at the input, radiation is also produced

(King and Schmitt (1962), Schmitt et al (1966)). Therefore the concept of

a reflection coefficient ko, unlike the simpler case of the tiwnsmission

l-ie discontinuity, rust in sowe manner take this radiation into account.

-110-



The energy in the input putlse must equal the sum of the energies in the re-

flected and the transmitted pulses plus the energy radiated and stored.

It is stated by King and Schmitt (1962:224), that only the imped-

ance of an infinitely long antenna can be involved in the antenna response

during the interval before the fiust reflection from the end arrives at the

input. This impedance is known for sinusoidal steady-state excitation, and

is used by King and Schmitt (1962) to formulate an average reflection co-

efficient, as explained in Section 2 below, which is effective in the

time domain.

During the interaval in which the laaging end of the transmitted

pulse has cleared the input terminals, but the leading edge has not yet

reached the antenna end, there is essentially no far-field radiation from

this pulse traveling on the antenna, independent of the waveform shape.

Experimentally this appears to be borne out by measurements (Schmitt et al

(1966, Fig. 5). Discussion-wise or theoretically this is predicted or

implied by many sources, for example: King and Schmitt (1962:227),

Schelkunoff (1952,1972), Manneback (1923:299; see discussion by Slepian

concerning a dispute between Steinmetz and Carson on the existence of radia-

tion frw. a freely-tzaveling wave), Schmitt et al (1966, Fig. 4), Martins

(1973, fig. 2), and Handelsnan (1972). The assumption that the antenna

conductor resistance is negligible or has an insigificant effect upon the

amplit-de, shape, or velocity of the pulse, makes this a "freely-traveli4"

pulse in Slepian's terminology. For resistance-loaded antennas see Liu and

Sengupta (1974) and the various refereces cited terein.

- 1.



When the leading edge of the traveling pulse reaches the antenna

end, radiation is again produced during the period or of pulse incidence at

this end (King and Schmitt (1962), Schmitt et al (1966)). The reflection

coefficient ke must therefore account for both the reflected wave and the

radiation. Thus the end cannot act completely in the sense of an open end

of a transmission line with ke=-l (zero terminal current). The radiation

must decrease the incident pulse energy through decrease of pulse amplitude,

waveform shape, or both. Thus a reflection coefficient ke--l is impossible

if radiation is to occur, as this implies a reflected pulse identical in all

respects to the incident pulse, except for a change in sign. Effective

experimental values for ke can be deduced from pulsed TDR or radiation

measurements, as demnstrated in Section 4 below.

2. INPRr REFLEtrION COEFFICIENT

As pointed out by King and Schmitt (1962:223), the initial reflec-

tion from their antenna corresponds to a "predominantly" resistive termination,

with resistance R), Rc, where R is the apparent antenna resistance and Rc is

the characteristic resistance (50 ohms) of the transmission line. Their

antenna was a mmopole over a roMund plane. As a specific case, for a

particular diameter (02a) antenna of lengthl : 9 feet, a pulse with!.

3 x 10"9 see. and a rise time about 1 x 10-9 sec., the input voltage reflec-

tion coefficient r = 0.72, as measured by comparison of the amplitude of the

fiist reflected pulse, with the line terminated by the antenna, with the

amplitude of the puLne reflected from the line terminated in an open circuit.
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In the words of King and Schmitt, this corresponds "in some manner" to an

input impedance

t+ 04o.12 =3 o61A Ams (B-1)
R - S -o.i

King and Schmitt (1962) show that this value is reasonable by integrating

the input impedance Z(Wa) of an infinitely long antenna, for which a formula

is available (due to Wu(1961-1)), as follows:

.. + (B-2)

Here Z(w) is the average impedance over the range of frequencies in the

pulse, We. is the upper angula frequency limit of the pulse, and S(CO) is

the frequency spectrum of the pulse. The magnitude of the reflection

coefficient is then defined as

(B3-3)

In the evaluation of the intepgal in Eq. (B-2), King and Schmitt approximate

S(to) 1 over the frequency range 0,! W An alterative foniulation

defines the average reflection coefficient as the integrated value of r(w)

as follows:

U)C..

I?- J (B-4&)
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The above two foaunlations are shown by King and Scbmitt (1962) to agree

very closely when plotted against the variable (C 1/%4), and in addition

to agree with experimental values of r. It is pointed out by this writz

that the alternative fornmlation of Eq. (B-4) depends only upon the upper

frequency limit of the pulse, and not at all upon the detailed structure

within the pulse spectrum function S(W) as does Eq. (B-2). In practice

however, the approximation S(4) = 1 as used in Eq. (B-2) also ignores the

spectnm detailed structure, so the two formulations in effect ignore the

sawe thing. It would seem to this writer that the shape of the pulse wave-

form (in time) and therefore that of its frequency spectrum should enter in

some manner into the reflection coefficient; hence the forculation of Eq.

(B-2) is preferable from this viewpoint.

In any case it can be concluded that in a formal mathematical

sense, the above frequency-domain approach to the input reflection coeffi-

cient does lead to results that were experimentally verified in the time

domain for the waveforms as described. However, it would be desirable and

probably valuable from the viewpoint of additional engineering insight, if

a time-domain approach or solution could be developed, similar to the

standard traveling-wave solutions for transients on transmission lines

(e.g., Magnusson (1970, chaps. 2,3,49,7)). This type of approach, even if

it led to only approximate results, would fit in more naturally with the

timi-ax;in tiuveling-wave solutions already developed for the propagation

and radiation of transients on antennas (e.g., Appendix A).

An exact solution is available for the transient response of a

linear circular tubular dipole antenna to a step-function driving voltage,
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valid up to the time t( h/c, which is the time that the discontinuity

traveling fran tne input reaches the ends at Z -h. This solution was

given by Wu (1961-2) and also later by Morgan (1962). Both solutions were

corrected by Wu (1969, 347-351). Wu (1969:350) points out that his final

expression for I(Z,t), which is the current on the antenna as a function of

position along the antenna and tine, is already quite ccmplicated, and holds

only for t 5 h/c. He states that in principle the solution for I(Z,t) for

later times h/c 4 t 6 3h/c, 3h/c 4 t 6 5h/c, etc., should be attainable

using the Wiener-Hopf method, but this has not been done. He comments

further that for t ' h/c the results are most probably too complicated to

be instructive.

Ccncemning the above solution by Wu (1969), approximations and

simplifications are needed to make this into a more widely-used tool for

engineering applications. Wu himself points out that his solution, even

for the restricted case t _• h/c, is quite complicated. Since Wu's solution

is already in the time domain, it is not unreascnable to hope that this may

lend itself to interpretations and tractable approximations in the form of

traveling waves along the antenna suitable for engineering uses. FuRther,

if the solutions described by Wu for t 7 h/c could be developed, and in turn,

interpreted in terms of traveling waves, this should clarify the role of theI antenna end which is reached by the transient at t:h/c.

Ross et al (1966, Section 4.2) derive an equation for the driving

point (dp) impulse response h1 1(t) of a dipole of infinite length by an

approximate evaluation of the inverse Fourier transform of the equation for

the driving point adittaice Y( ) deived by Wu (1961-1). Fron this, the
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dp response to arbitrzey excitation can be found in the tine domain by the

convlution integral. Ross et al (1966:34) show that the approximation to

Y(V4) by King and Schnitt (1962) invalidates their results for sufficiently

narrow pulses on antennas with reasonable radii.

3. END (OR TIP) REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

King and Schmitt (1962:224) remark that the tip of the antenna

acts in the sense of an open end since the pulse reflected at this point

is in phase with the incident pulse. This is from the voltage viewpoint;

frao the curent viewpoint the reflected curTent would be opposite in direc-

tion to that of the incident pulse.

Ross et al (1966) model the finite length dipole as a TEM line

with characteristic impedance determined experimentally and the end replaced

by a simple open circuit. Ross (1967) introduces a radiating cylindrical

rod element which is tapered to a needle point at its end. The tapering,

according to Ross, assures that the current at the end is zero (i.e., it is

a perfect open circuit). Ross states that driving-point measuremnts indi-

cate that this radiator can be closely approximated by an open-circuited

transmission line.

For time-har=ic excitation, Shen et al (1968) derive an

expression for the reflection coefficient at the end of a finite length

dipole and state this is being studied for possible application to the

calculation of the tanmsient response to a short pulse. Their analysis

shows the antenna acts in walogous fashion to a tmnsAssion line.
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The biconical antenna has received considerable attention.

Martins (1973:25) uses narrow-angle cones to model a dipole. He selects

(end voltage reflection coefficient) = 1 in a number of examples, reasoning

that much of the high frequency radiation takes place at the input, hence,

by the time the wave reaches the end, the radiation impedance is large and

approaching an open circuit oondition. For a wide-angle bicone feed (670

ihaif-angle) with flat ends, Martins (1973:172) reports a TDR-measured value

of R = 0.378. Harison and Williams (1965:244) in a paper on transients in

wide-angle conical antennas with spherical-capped ends, support a suggestion

by Prof. T. T. Wu that pulse radiation occurs from the antenna as the pulse

of charge passes from the transmission line onto the antenna, and again as

the charge turns the con~er fran the cone onto the spherical cap and back

again, by approximate calculations and theoreticaL curves of the time history

of the radiated field, the latter derived by Fourier transform from the knmm

response to time-harnonic excitation. This is similar to the accelerating

charge concept of radiation (Handelsman, 1972). From the time-history curves

it might be possible to deduce effective values for R2 , but this has not been

pursued further by this writer. For time-hamnic excitation, Jordan and

Balmain (1968, chap. 14) summarize Schelkunoff's model of the bicone antenna

as a uniform transmission line with an appropriate terminal end impedance,

and its extension to the dipole as a non-unifonn line with an average

characteristic impedance.

4. APPROXIMATE F)DEL OF DIPOLE ANT13 WIMfi TDR-MEASUMED REFLECTION

COEFFIcEMDS

SThe cir.it respxmse, antenna traveling waves amplitudes, and the

radiation from a pulsed dipole can be calculated very approximately from a
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highly simplified "back-of-the-envelope" transmission-line model using TDR-

meastLed reflection coefficients at the input and the ends (liandelsman 1T72. ,

Section 4.3) ana Appendix A of this report. This nniel is intended lot liryt-

order, approximate engineering applications with simple rectangular pulse

excitation. This model is described briefly below, and illustrated by

comparison with data from three references. For simplicity, only the radia-

tion in the boresight direction (0=90°) is considered. A more sophisticated

model involving a dispersive filter at the input and a TEM mode line repre-

sentation of the antenna, with an open circuit at the end, has been developed

by Ross et al (1966, Section 4.2.2.3).

Each half of the dipole is considered to be a lossless, TEM-mode

transmission line of length h. The voltage reflection coefficients are R1

at the input and R2 at the ends. Radiation occurs only during the periods

of pulse incidence at the input and at the ends. Radiation losses are

assumed to be accounted for through the measured reflection coefficients.

The antenna is driven by a transmission line with real character-

istic impedance Zc ohms. Let the amplitude of the initial wave or pulse

incident upon the antenna input be V volts. A train of reflected pulses

is observed in the line, separated by 2h/c sec., with sucoessive amplitudes

Vl, V2 , V3, .... Then

(B-5)

where Za = effective antenna input or line chan-tteristic impedance,

taken as Y-al. Since V 1 and V 0 are measure by 7W I, then Rand Z a ca be
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calculated. The amplitude of the first pulse traveling towards Z-h is

The first pulse reflected fran the end at Z-h and traveling back to the

antenna input at Z=O is

uS=~ ~ V (,V=•uRhvB-7)

At Z:O, this pulse gives rise to two pulses as follows:

(1) A reflected pulse which travels back on the antenna towards Zzh,

given by

(2) A pulse transmitted into the line, which is observed as V2 , given

by

From Eqs. (B-5, B-9), R2 can be calculated. This allows calculation of an

effective antenna end impedance Ze taken as real, from

S- (B-10)

Repeating the above process, there is obtained the following:

R2 e 
(B-l2)

Iz (8-13)
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~ (LQ,~2 \ V0  .~E~~aV 3  (B-16)

* . . etc. . .

To calculate the radiation, assume for simplicity, that the

excitation can be approximated by a rectangular pulse of duration O h/c

sec, Radiation is emitted during the periods of incidence at Z:O, ±h by

the traveling current waves. These current waves are taken as pulses of

duration Or sec., with amplitudes derived frcm the voltages Vi + ,Vi - of the

traveling waves, where i=l,2 etc., given by Eqs. (B-6,B-7,B-11,B-12, etc.).

Thus

The radiation ( 8=90) then consists, approximately, of a train of pulses of

duration I sec., spaced h/c sec. apart, with nowralized successive amplitudes

as follows (Handelsman 1972, Section 3):

(B-18)

. • . etc. • • •

iample 1. King and Scdaitt (1962).

The antenna is a unopole over a grwid plane. For unity incident

voltage amplitude, a train of reflected j'lses is cbserved in the lie, with

the followizn •an•itu&-s (mad fran Fig. 3 in this ref&,rnce):
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Then

: ==

R -. _. -q .JV .. l. - = .='
-R 'o - -

Frm Eqs. (B-13,B-16) it follows that the calculated values for V3 and V4

ame -0.183 and 0.096 respectively. Ihese acxqare very well with the observed

values -0.19 and 0.1, respectively.

It is inforiative to calculate the results of assuming that the

end is a perfect open circuit, i.e., R2 = 1. Then frmn rqs. (B-9,B-13,B-16),

the calculated values ame V2 = 0.482, V3 = -0.347, V4 = 0.25, which compare

unfavorably with the observed values. Thus the model with R1,: 0.72,

1, = 0.727 gives much better agreement with observed results than a model

with R, = 0.72 and 2 = I (arbitrarily).

Exauple 2. Ross et al (1966, pp. 80-81).

The antenna is a monopole over a ground plane. The measured

reflected pulse trein in the trmnsdssion line has avplitudes 0.58, 0.42,

-0.12, 0.05, etc., relative to unit incident excitation. Following the

method illustrated in Dosple 1, there is obtained

1- 21 -
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These calculated values for V3 , V cmmpare well with the measured values

-0.12 and 0.05, respectively.

Example 3. Palciauskas and Beam (1970).

This reference derives the radiation field of a center-driven

dipole, using an inverse Fourier transform of the response to sinusoidal

excitation. The excitation is a pulse of trapezoidal shape. The radiation

field in the boresight direction has a waveform with recognizable pulse

peak amlitudes, spaced h/c see. apart, with the following values, as read

from a curve:

From Bq. (B-18), the reflection coefficients are calculated as follows:

-0.141E, R. CL.SS')Co.S6n• - ..

1e apMroximate model of the dipole then predicts, from Eq. (B-18) the

fobkI=in values for E4and

nese appmx=ate values are to be ooqmrtd with the mo precisely calculated

values E,- 1.62 and ..I = -0.1s. The ape-eent is not as good as in the

prvios exal*es, but is not too bad.
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5. SL•H AM CONCWSIONS

It seems reasonable to conclude that the concept of an input

reflection coefficient, at least in the form of an average input impedance

or average coefficient as fornulated by King and Schmitt (1962) is a

viable one, capable of further development and application. The average

impedance formilation can take into account the particular waveform of the

transient excitation through its frequency spectrum. These results are

limited to times less than that required for the tirst reflection frum the

end to arrive back at the input, being based upon the admittance Yf•o) of

an infinitely long antenna at a single frequency, derived by Wu (1961-1).

Using Wu's (1961-.) equation for Y(W), Ross et al (1966) derive

the driving point (dp) impulse response of an infinitely long divole by

approximate evaluation of the inverwe Fourier transform of Y(w). The dp

response to arbitnry excitation waveform can then be fcunvd frxm the

omnvolution integral. hence this approach should be productive in further

developmnt of the concept of an input (dp) reflection coefficient.

An exact time-dowain solution for the current X(Z,t) ai a function

of location Z allon. the anternna and tiwe t, ior step-function excitation,

has been de-ived by Wu (1969). This is applicable only for t > h/c, I.e.,

the anteuna behaves as it it were i,-nfitey lawn. The result is quite

otplicated, to -use Wus a-n 'ords. ,kýver, fnrx this -solution, the current

distribtAion for axtitrary excitation c& be obtained a A supeosit-in

intetAl in the ti= domain. tknce it is obvios that this exact solution

is a prime cAndidate for further development, appoimaition xW d iverse

engineering applicatiaws, irnuding that of the ooept of the imput

reflection coefficient.
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In contrast to the input problem of the dipole for which at least

tw, approximate and one exact time-domain solutions have been outlined above,

there apparently exists no comparable time-domain solution, eyact or even

approximate for the problem of the antenna end and its related reflection

coefficient. Wu (1969) states that in principle, his analysis for t_. h/c

can be extended to later times such as h/c 4 t !S 3h/c, etc. (so that the end

enters into the problem, at least implicitly) but this has not been carried

out. Wu remarks that the results would most probably be too complicated to

be instructive.

For tink.-harmonic excitation, an equation derived by Shen et al

(1968) for the reflection coefficient at the end of a finite length dipole,

and Schelkunoff's approximate model of a dipole are available. Such solu-

tions, through use of the Fourier transform and the digital computer, afford

numerical time-domain results, which can be used to test theory and/or

models. The difficulties of obtaining analytical time-domain results frxn

these particular frequency-domain solutions are unknown.

For the wide-angle bicone antenna the time-domain radiation has

been calculated (Harrison and Williams 1965). For conical antennas, nmich

has been ptulished for time-hanrmnic excitation embodying a transmission-

line model (Jordan and Balmain (1968)).

One approximate empirical model of the dipole antenna is described

.n Section 4 above. It models the antenna as a length h of lossless TEM

transmission line, with input and end reflection coefficients datermined

through TDR measurements. Based upon three examples selected from the

literature, this model does yield reasonably good approximate results for
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the circuit response and radiation fron a dipole excited by rectangula

pulse excitation.

The end reflection and its resultant waveform distortion can be

eliminated by the use of resistively loaded antennas so that the traveling

current waves on the antenna are reduced to negligible magnitudes by the

time they reach the ends (liu and Sengupta 1974). If such antennas are

used, various numerical and approximate analytical results are available

for study of the input and radiation characteristics (Liu and Sengupta 1974,

and pertinent references cited therein), for application towards practical

engineering rnxdels.
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